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This st udy is about romanticuing the Big Six Era of the National Hockey League.
Rornanticizing the p s t is a particular styte of teporting which ~

t bathsaspects of

the past and what is saiient in the social Iife of the romanticiter. The latter becornes
manifest when the functions of this social practiœ are anaiyzed. The argument consists
of an o v e ~ ~ eofwthe National Hockey League with emphasis on the twenty-five yeam of
The Big Six, a consideration of the categories people within hockey cuîture employ

when they think about the game, an exptanation of what it means to romanticize the
p s t , and an analysis of two individual and seven social functions of romanticizing The

Big Six.
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According ta sociofogmt Peter ûerger, '[ais we mmember the p s t , we reconstruct
it in accordance with our present ideas of what is important and what is not" (196356).

Not only are the reported m e m m of the past selected for wrious misons, the actnhty

of reporting itsetf m w l s rnuch about the reporter's social contea. Past facts are
transforrned into interpretations and the -ive

becornes subjective as we report on

our understanding of the past in relation to the present. These interpretations, these
subjective accounts of the psst, constitute data which can be anaîyzed. An analysis of
these reports can reveal what is important to the person or group engaged in se!iective

remembering.
Romanticking the past is a particular kind

remernbering and reporting. Historïcal

events such as wars, the depression of the 19308s,assassinations of political figures,
sporting events: musical styles, and the 'Golden Age' of Holfywwd are exemplars of

romanticization. As sociologists, we can look at this a c t ~ t yas a social practice that
serves to keep certain events, experiences, and cultural objects in the collective rnind.
This thesis deals with rornanticizing hockey. The emphasis is on the six team era

of the NHL. For twenty-five seasons (between 1942-43 and 1966-67), the Montreal
Canadiens, the Boston Bruins, the Chicago Blackhawks, the Nevu York Rangers, the
Detroit Red Wings, and the Toronto Mapk Leafs made up the National Hockey League.
Since the end of this era, the league has expanded to Wnîy4ght teams. This era was
not a planned phase in the history of the NHL and, as a result, may be considered a
histoncal accident. It has k e n the subject of much romanticization by fans, piayers,

and ihe media. For mrious reasonr, which are rnostiy unciear, whhn p ~ p consider
k
the history of the NHL, they look back rmst fondly upon this 'Gdden Age'.

This thesis examines the aobvity of romanticiting the six team efa by d-ng

upon

a variety of sources. For exampie, the remini8cences of fdrmer NHL stars such as Mitt
Schmidt, John Beliveau, Paul Hendemn, Billy Harris, and Marty PaWicti. Such

acwunts are cornmon elernents of player biographies, histories of the six team era, and
interviews

with players found in videos dealing with the NHL. I shatl also discuss some

of the syrnbolic objecb of hockey cu!ture which often sene as catalysts for people to

rornanticue hockey's p s t . What I have in mind here include the Staniey Cup, the
Hockey Hall of Fame, hockey rnemorabilia, the 'Olympia Octopus', and road apples.

The narratives arising around such cultural markers, Iike those of former players, both
create and vivrfy images of the past. Also to be considered are $tories about interesting

events from hockey's p s t , such as the challenge for the Stanley Cup by the Oawson
City Nuggets and the Richard Riot. As

we shall s e ,when the past is romantiized, not

oniy are important elements of the past recalled but m a t we consider important and of
value in the present is highlighted.

Chapter two is an o v e ~ * e w
of the three phases or eras the NHL has undergone
since its inaugural season in 191748. Brief accounts are provided of The
Establishment Era (1917-18 to 194142) and The Modem or Expansion Era (1967-68
to the present). The emphasis is pnmarily on the twenty-five yean between, nameiy, the

six team era, hereinaRer referred to as The Big S k Here we focus on changes in the
structure of the garne, in equiprnent, famous lines, and oignificant -nt$

which, in part,

constituted the happenings of this penad in the NHL's history. This

avefview is a

tapestry of fa&

and amcdotes d

m from the following sources; The NaUoml

Hockey Lmgue Omcial Ou#. and Record Bodr, San and Shirlay Fi6chler's O n r t

Bodc of Hockey: More Than 100 Ymrs d Fire

on îce, Dan Diamand's Ymrr of

Olory 1942-1967, and fhe O(lkbl NHL Yurbook; the viaos L.g.nd.d Hockey
and Forever Rlvab; the team histories The Chkago blackhwks: A Mxty Ymr
Hlstory 4926-1-

and Th. Lsuh: Brlan McFarlain9sOrlglnal Six; Bnan Kendall's

biography Shutout: the Legend d Temy &wchuk and the autobtography Jean
Beliveau: My L i h in Hockey. The purpose of this chapter is to acquaint the reaâer
with the era of The Big S k

Chapter three is an a ~ l y o i s
d fornanticoing hockey. Romantic narratives. infused
uwth images and discoumes a b u t chiUren piaying hockey

on m e n ponds, young

men rising up from humble backgrounôs in rural Canaâa to fam in the NHL, children

fantasizing about winning the Stanley Cup, and great moments in international
toumaments such as the 1972 Summit Series, are cornmon elernents of Canadian
hockey culture. Conceptual categories, or continua, such as unorganized-organized,

rural-urban, child-adutt, play-wrk, national-international, and, most important for a
consideration of romanticüing about hockey, then-now, are important aspects of such
narratives. An anaiysis of nanatives infused with these categories, such as those

presented by Ken Dryden in Home Oame: Hockey and Uh in C.naôa, Jim Taylor in
Wayne Oretzky: The Authoiized -rial

B i q p p h y , Roy MacSkirnming in Oordie:

A Hockey Legend, and those expressed in the

Lagendr of Hockey video enes,

reveais that romantic namathes about hockey are patterns of myth making which are

anchored in an empirical reality, but are nat empirical, and that what happened in
hockey's past is often thought to be better than what is happning m.

Cnapier four is an explanation of what it mcrans to romanticize ihe pst. Ïnere are
five cornponents to this argument. The first, a 6ummary of an argument by psydmlogist
John A- Meacham, asserts that memory, atthough inherentty fomiuiated as an

i n d ~ d u aactivity,
l
is more fulîy understood when pemeived as a -al

actïMty. The

second, premised upon the înterpretation of remernbering as a social actnnty, links

remernbering to a nineteenth century European style of thought known as
Romanticisrn. In other wwds, the

share common katum. Here the wwk of Michad

Levin, who identifieci six charaderistics of Romanticism as an intelledual and ae6thetii
style, is considered. An important aspect of this wmponent is that the word style in the

phrases 'style of thought' and 'intellectuaf and aestnetic styk' connotes that thought
and remernbering can be perceived as social. The third $tep outlines the dimensions of
nostalgia as k i n g similar ta the characteristics of Romanticism, and hence a romantic
style of thought. It is argued that thinking in a romantic style inwtves an emotional as
well as a cognitive camponent, and a

sense of los. Important aspect6 of this

mmponent are Bryan S. fumer's four major dimensions of the nostalgie paradigm, and

Eldon Snyder's elaboration on private and collective nostalgia. The fourth wmponent
reviews five studies which invoive romanticùing as a topic or theme. It reveak that

not

only does thinking in a romantic style involve a sense of ioss but alw of something

gained. The finh aspect of the argument combines these four cwnponents in an
explanation of what it means to romanticize the p s t .

Chapter fwe considers some of the i n d ~ d u aand
l
social functions of mrnanticiring
the past in the context of romanticizing The Big Six At the individual or private 1-1,

this practice allows for the ncollection of notewoithy experiences from ont's p s t and
represents salient segments

of an ind~dual'sbiography. At the social lerel it

diminishes some of the -ive

efkcts of rapid social change, identifies generations,

promotes mitive values, provides social integation, expresses dominant cultural
symbols, provides commercial opportunities, and natumlizes the arbitrariness of an
established social order. Each of these functions i n w k s sornething gained and

something lost
The six franchises are m e n feferred to by rnembers of hockey culture and the media
as The Originaf Six or The Solid Six Atthough these epithets allude ta the importance
and lasting influence these fmnchises had on the NHL, they are misnomers. For

example, in 1917-18, the first -son

of the NHL, oniy the Toronto Maple Leafs and the

Montreal Canadiens exiaed As the season$ of the fieâgling NHL unfolded, franchises
in Ottawa, Quebec, Hamitton, Pmburgh,

St. Louis, and Philadelphia became part of

the league and later disbanded. As well, two tearns in Montreal, the Wanderers and the
Maroons, were forrned, played for a short time, then folded. The Boston Bruiris joined in

192425. and it was not until1926-27 that Detroit, Chicago, and the New York Rangers
made the NHL a ten team ieague. It was not until this seasan that al! six of these

franchises competed in the NHL. For the next sixteen seasons, 1926-27 to 1941-42,
they comprised only a part of the NHL. So, as only two e M e d at the staR of the NHL,
and as they made up onîy a part of the league up to 1941-42, it is a misnorner to refer

to them as The Original Six.
Furthemore, several of these franchises were anything but solid. In spite of being a

strong foundation for the grwth and ptosperity of the NHL, as the terni Solid Six
suggests, several of these franchW aruggled on the ice, of the ice, or both during
this era. For instance, the Montreal Canadiens st~ggledowing to paor attendance in
the early 1940's. Nevertheless, they never smred the same fate as the Maroons and

Wanderew. The New York Rangers played pooriy in the earty 1940's because they iost
many of their top players to the w r &rt

and came very close to suspending

operations Throughout th* period, the Rangers were anything but solid and they failed

to qualfy for the play-

eighteen times. The Chicago Blackhawlcs wre often at or

near the bottom of the standings and they did n d qualrfy for the piay-affs thirteen times.

Their poor performance stemrned largely fmm the absence of an extensive farm system
to recwit and develop young talent. During this era they w n onty one Stanley Cup and

finished first in the standings onty once. The Rangers and Bruins muer won anything.
On the ice, this era was dominated by the Canadiens, the Red Wings, and the

Maple Leafs. Montreal finished first twelve tirnes and rn ten Stanley Cups; Detroit
finished first

ten times and won five Stanley Cups; and Toronto finished first twice and

won nine Stanley Cups. There was a soiid three, not s solid six. This, combined with

the fact that off the ice several of these franchises struggled, is another reason for
questioning the image of a Solid Six.
For many reasans, the six tearns may be refened to as The Big Six. They were
neither 'original' nor 'solid', but they certainiy are big insofar as they eurvived and

endured. They created a strong foundation out of which the Modem Era of the NHL
emerged, and influenced not only the NHL but hockey in genefal. They have legions of

fans who support them regardless of whether they win or lose, they are currentty the
more stable and financialty lucrative franchises in the ever changing w r l d of
professional hockey, and they have tradition. Having introduced and highlighted the

contents of this thesis, let
history.

US

now look at The Big Six in the context of the NHL1s

CHAPTER IWO
TBIL 8)0 81%
The history of the National Hockey League can be dMded into three phases or eras.
The Establishment Era -an

W h the f917-18 season and ended after 19414 2 . The

era of The Big Six, which also lasted twenîy-fbe years, started in 194243 and ended
after 1966-67. The Modem or Expansion Era commenced in 1967-68 and has existed
to the present. The Establishment Era commenced operations as an all-Canadian

feague and subsequently expanded intb the United States. It expanded during the
1920's and wntracted during the 1930's. The Modem or Expansion Era smv the NHL

evotve into a continental league g M n g from six franchises to twenty-eight. mis era

was also marked by the assimilation of the floundenng World Hockey Association,
franchise transfers, and the emergence of a global talent pool which brought players

from the United States, Russia, Sweden, Finland, and other E u r o p n wuntries into
the ieague. In what f o l l 1~shall briefîy consider these two eras and emphasize the
twenty-five years bebmen thern - the era of The Big SDc
In 191748, the NHL replaced the NHA (National Hockey Association) as Canada's

premiere professional hockey league. The NHL was formed iargeiy as a resutt of World
War 1. When a NHA team was disbanded because of the draft, the remaining NHA

franchises were left arguing over the schedule. Edward J. LMngstone, m e r of the

league'sToronto Blueshirk, w s the most vocal complainer and thoroughly disliked by
the other m e r s . Unable to

reacti a satisfactory solution, a new kague was formed -

the NHL. This new league was brmed in Montreal in 1917 to replace the troubled NHA.

Frank Calder -me

Hockey Video # l ) .

its first President and secretary (Murray, 1996: Legends of

Tne fiedgiing K H i , which did not include LMngstone's Biueshirts, consisted d Four

Canadian f r a ~ ~ h i the
~ e Montreal
~;
Canadiens, the Montreal Wanderers, the C a ~ a
Senators, and the Toronto Arenas (later renamed the St. Patricks and then the Maple
Leafs). Eariy into its inaugural season, the Montreal Arena burned dawn, and the

Montreal Wanderers wre forced to withdraw from the ieague. For most of its first

season, and al1 of Ïts second, the NHL was oniy a three team ieague (NHL Omcial
Guide and Record Book, 1997:131)This new league was entirefy Canadian. It was fomed in the Windsor Hotel in
) which
l
became the location of its
Montreaj (Murray,1996: Legends of Hockey Video #

headquarters. Ali of the franchises were lacated in Canadian cities and al1 of the players
were Canadian. For these reasons the league was named the National Hockey League;
it was the premiere professional kague of Canada's winter pastime.

Aithough World War I played a key role in the formation of the NHL, it was the social

and economic milieu of the 1920's which led to the expansion of the new league over
the next decade. The NHL's third season saw the addition of a fourth Canadian
franchise, the Quebec Bultdogs, which folded alter one season. Another new Canadian
entry, the Hamilton Tigers, started up the next season- For five seasons (1919-20 to
7 923-24), the NHL compn'sed four Canadian franchises. For the 1924-25 seétson the
NHL added two more clubs. The Montreal Maroons became the f13h Canadian team

and the Boston Bruins became the fimt Arnerican based franchise even though the
latter team had a roster stocked with Canadian players (NHL Officiai Guide and Record
Book, 1997:131-2). The NHL's expansion into densely popufated U.S. cities was

primarily undertaken for the league's future economic survival. Furthemore, in order to

be successful in the US. market, the NHL wanted and needed a franchise in the city of

New York (Murray, 1996: Legends of Hockey Video #2).

The Pittsburgh Pirates and the New York Americans entered the league in the

1925-1926 season (NHL Omcial Guide and Record Book, 1997:132). The Americans
became the NHL's first and much needed New York franchise (Murray, 1996: Legends
of Hockey Video #2). As with the Boston Bruins, these

two new teams were stacked

with Canadian players. When the next

season comrnenœd, three more American

based franchises were in the league; the

New York Rangers, the Detroit Cougars, and

the Chicago Blackhawks (NHL Omcial Guide and Record Book, 1997:132).
In order for professional hockey tearns and leagues to be proftable and successful
in the 1920'sa large market was requireâ, e-g., urban centers in the northeast area of
North America. Cities Iike Chicago, Boston, Pittsburgh, New York, Detroit, Toronto, and

Montreal were not only denseiy populated, but also had many knWedgeable hockey

fans. Although this was also true of hockey fans in west coast c i t h such as Seattle,
Portland, Victoria, and Vancouver, their population bases w r e not large enough to
support professional hockey franchises.

During the 192Q1s,the top professional hockey team in the west (the champion of
the Pacific Coast Hockey League) played the top professionai hockey team in the east
(the champion of the National Hockey League) for the Stanley Cup.

The Victoria

Cougars, the PCHL champions in 1925, w n the Stanley Cup that year and were the

last non-NHL franchise to do so.The following season the Cougars won the PCHL title

again and traveled to Montreal to play the Maroons for the Stanley Cup. They were
unsuccessful. This result became a growing trend with the professional tearns h m the
west unable to compete against teams from the more amuent and populated east. They

sirnpiy couiant matcn the high saiaries the exkemeiy taienieci an0 popuiar piayers

demanded. These players frequently ended up piaying for m
who could afford, and wrre willing to pay them.

m basa tanchises

iarge salaries (Murray, 1996: Legends

of Hockey Video W).

Not only were many players sdd to eastern baseci teams in ttte NHL, offen M o l e
teams were sold and relocateû. For example, the PCHL's Portland Rosebuds ended up

in Chicago. Major Flederick Mclaughlin, a self-made millionaire owing to hie
investments in the worid coffee market, purchased the Rdsebuds for $200,000 and
immediatefy renamed the tearn the Blackhawks. Atthough many believed this name

was taken from an eady lndian chief, the name was adopted in honor of the Blackhawk
Field Gun Battalion, which Mclaughlin had commanded in World War 1. The
Blackhawks played their home games during their first three NHL seasons in the 5,000

seat Chicago Coliseum (ffeiffer, 1986:14)h i c h had a wry interesthg history. It was
originaliy erected in Europe, but

was disrnantled and rnoved Stone by &one to the

United States. It reappeared in Chicago in the
Civil War it

area of 16th and Wabash. During the

was used as a Union prison, and was later cormeRed into the Coliseum

where many sporting and entertainment events w r e held (Pfeiffer, 1 986:17).

Dunng the 1920's the NHL evolved into a ten-team league. Six of these franchises

were located in the United States. As a resuit, the league was dMded into the
Canadian DMsion and the American DMsion. Far balance, the New York Americans

were placed in the Canadian dMsion (NHL Omcial Guide and Record Book, 1997:132).
Initially, the NHL was 100% Canadian in ternis of players, the location of its franchises,
and in the location of its headquarters. 8y the league's tenth anniversary season, 1926-

27,six of its ten franchises were Iocated in American cities. Since Canadian players still
were dominant, the NHL. and hockey in genaral, was HiIl wnsidered Canada's game.
The growth, afïiuence, and prospenty the NHL experienced during the 1920's was
short lived. The Great ûepression of the 1930's brought about franchise failures and

relocations. For the 1930-31 season, the Pittsburgh Pirates were defunct and the
Philadelphia Quakers added. But, the Quakers and the Ottawa Senators never played
the 1931-32 season and the NHL was Mt with eight franchises. The Quakers never

retumed but Ottawa returneâ for the 1932-33 seasan to campete for

t
w more years

(NHL Omcial Guide and Record Book, '1997:1323). At the height of the depiesrion,

the financially troubied Senaton were wld to St. Louis and became the St. Louis

Eagles (Murray, 1996: Legends of Hockey Video #1), who played oniy one season,
1934-35, and occupied the Canadian û ~ s i o nARer
.
their demise, the ieague was again

left with eight teams, five of which were locaed in American cities (NHL Omcial Guide
and Record Book, 1997:133).
In 1937-38 another financially troubled franchise, the Montreal Maroons, played their

last season. The loss of franchises because of the depression resulted in the abolition

of the Canadian and American DMsions. The seven remaining teams cornpeted in a

league with no d~sions.The NHL remained a seven-tearn league until the end of the
1941-42 season,

when the financialîy tmubled Bmoidyn Americans. formerly the New

York Americans, suspended operations. The social and emnomic reality of the 1930's

was reflected by the NHL changing from a ten-team to a six-team league (NHL Omcîal
Guide and Record Book, 1Wï:l33-4).

upon ine aemise of tne Brooklyn Americans, the NHL was lefl with six franchi-;
the Chicago Blackhawks, the W o n Bruine, Me

New York Rangers. the Detroit Red

Wings, the Toronto Maple Leafs, and the Montreal Canadiens. The twenty-five seasons

of the Big SU( Era started wïth the 194243 season and lasted until the end of the 196667 season. After 194243, the structure of the game was changed with the introduction

of a center red Iine to speed up the play and reduce ulTsides, and the implementation of
a new face-off nile (Diamond, 1994:12). The last season of this

era wms Bobby Orr's

first. He was an offensive defenseman and his style of play transkmneâ the game. His

influence was a large cornponent of the translion fmrn the Big Six Era to the Modem
Era. Prolific lines, dynasties, and rivalries w r e sorne of the interestirtg aspects of this

era in the NHL's history; an era which started, ended, and wm characterized by
innovation and change.
The first season of the Big Six Era was Maurice Richard's rookie year. As part of

Montreal's Punch Line, Richard would becorne one of the first stars of this era. NHL
President Frank Calder, who had been head of the Ieague rince b inaugural par,
died. Red Dutton, former head of the defunct Brmkfyn Americans, was named interim

President until Clarence Campbell, Calder's personaliy picked successor, ~louldtake
over (Fischier and Fischler, 1997:89).

After the completion of the 194243 season, a center red line was introûuced in
order to both speed up the play and d u c e offsides. Prior to this, forward passing was
pemitted in the defensive, Mensive, and neutrat zones. But, the puck had to be camed

over both blue lines. Strong fote-checking often pinned the opposition in their end of
the ice for a long time. It was Men dMïcuit for a team being f6re-checked ta move the

puck out of their zone because they couidnt

pass acrcss their blue line; they had to

c a r y the puck out of their end. A plodding

m e of play and numerous offsiides wete the

resutts (Diamond, 199432). With the introduction of the red line, a player muid p a s
from his uwn zone nght up to the red line. Naw the defending team was more able to
launch a counter-attack, the fore-checkers were w u i d to cwer more ice, and the
game opened up muhg the importance of passing and speed. These changes made

the game more appealing for the fans.
Another innmtion which changed the structure of the game was 8 new bced

rule. This change affected the position of players when they t m k f a œ d s . Pîayers used
to line up with their backs to the si& boards. This M e n resuited in a particulsr strategy;

the players taking the face-of ofken ignored the puck and tied each other up and a
second player would skate in and pick up the puck The new nile required players to
line up differently; their position was rotated ninety degrees which placed them standing
with their backs toward their awn goals. The emphasis was naw piaced on winning the

draw. This change was implemented to speed up the play (12).
Throughout the Big SÏx Era many lines achiewd notoriety. For example, Boston's
Kraut

Line. Montreal's Punch Line, Chicago's Pony Line, and Detroit's Production Line

dominated. The Kraut Line actualfy achieved acclaim prior to the Big Six Era. W o d y
Dumart, Mik Schmidt, and Bobby muer, dubbed the Kraut Line because they al1 grew

up in the German comrnunity of Kitchener, Ontario, emerged in 1937-38 when they
helped the Bruins eam the best record in the NHL (Fischler and Fischler, 1997:73).

The following season, the Kraut Line helped the B N ~ finish
~ s fimt again and capture the

Stanley Cup for the fi& tirne in ten pars (74-75). Another first place finish followed in

1939-4.MIR Schmidt also won the league's scoring title (80). The 194041 Bruins
finished first for the fourth consecutive p a r and won another Cup (83). Central to this

success of the pre-Big Six Era Bniins was the Kraut Line. Prior to the tg4142 season,

the entire Knut Line enlisted in Me RCAF (Royal Canadian Air Force). In the spnng of
1943 the Bruins felt their lmwhen they were swept in the Stanley Cup finals by Detroit

(89). The Bruins became one of the NHL's victims of World War 11 (85).

The Kraut Line returned for the first post-war NHL season in 194546, and hefped

the B ~ i n sreach the Cup finals (which they lost to Montreal) (99). The Kraut Line

continued to entertain NHL fans until the end of the 1951-52 campaign when Bobby
Bauer retired. But, throughout the Big Six Era, both with and without the Kraut Line,
Boston never recaptured the league championship or the caveted Stanley Cup.

In i943-44 Montreal's Punch Line emerged with Maurice "Rocket" Richard playing
right wing, Elmer Lach center, and T a Blake ieft wing (Fiwhkr and Fischler, 1997:91).

Montreal finished with the best record and svuept Chicago for the Stanley Cup (92) with
Lach, Blake, and Richard one-hm-three in team scoring. The next season Montreal

finished first again, and Richard becarne the first NHL player to score 50 goals in 50
games. Elmer Lach was the league's leading scorer, and was also awarded the Hart
Trophy as the NHL's most vatuable player. Lach, Richard, and Blake finished one-nCu0three in Ieague swring (95).
In 194546, powered by the Punch Line, Montreal finished with the best record and

won another Stanley Cup (99). In 194647, Montreal finished Wh the h s t record for
the fourth consecutive season, but lost to Toronto in the Cup final. Maunœ Richard was

awarded the Hart Trophy as league MVP (101).

Although Toronto took top honors in '1947-48 by finishing first and winning the Cup,
the Punch Line was still one of the league's top ofknsive units. Elmer Lach eamed the
Art Ross Trophy as the league's top scorer, the first tirne the NHL's leading scorer was

honored with this trophy (106). The 7947-48 #ason wsr al= the bst for Toe Blake
who retired to coach the Valleyfield Braves of the Quebec Senior Lmgue (11O).
The Chicago Blackhawks' Pony Line, made up of bmthem Max and Doug Bentley,
and Bill Mosienko (Fischler and Fischler, 1997:98), earned its name because of their

small, coftish rnoves (125). Atthough the Blacknawks finished the 194243 season in
ftth place, Doug Bentley was the league's leading slcorer with 73 points, and his brother
Max was awarded the Lady 9yng Trophy. Prior to Mosienko playing with the Bentieys, a

third brother, Reg, played a short time with his two brathers creating the league's oniy
ail brother Iine (89).

In 1943-44, the Pony Line helped Chicago reach the finals, but they lo6t to the
powerful Canadiens in bur straight games (92). ln 194445 Bill Mosîenko was awarded
the Lady Byng while the Blackhawks stniggled and finished Mth (95). As the

~
of the Pony Line cantinued to
Blackhawks struggled through the 1 9 4 0 ' ~mernbers
excel. f o r example, Max Bentley won the scoring title in 1945-46 and was also awarded

the Hart Trophy as the league's MVP (99). The following season Max Bentley agatn
finished first in league scoring ( l o i ) .

In November 1947, Max Bentley was traded to Toronto for five players in one of the
biggest hockey trades ever (104). Chicago received Bob Gddham, Bud Poile, Gus

Bodnar, Gaye Stewart, and Emie Dickens (McFariane, 1996:98). In 1952 Bill Mosienko

accomplished what will likely never be equaled or baten. On March 23 at Madison
Square Garden in a game against the New York Rangers, Mosienko dcored three goals
in twenty one seconds (125). This was and still is the fastest hat-tnck in the history of
the NHt Gus W n a r set up al1 three goals, and eamed an NHL recorû for the fastest

ihree assisis. iome Anderson, the Rangers goaiteder, never piayed in ine Ni-ii again
(Diamand, 1994: 59).
The two Bentleys and Bill Masienko were exceptional piaymakers and stickhandlers.

Unlike the other prorninent lines of the Big Six Era, however, t h q were thwarted by
rough play (Fischler and Fischier, 1997:lOl). Also, in large part owing the lack of depth

in the Chicago line-up, the Pony Line m s unable to iead the Hawks ta a league title or

a Stanley Cup. This was not the wse with the other prominent lines of this era.
Another prominent unit was Detroit's Production Line. Sid Abel played center

between Gordie Howe and Ted Lindsay (99). After Abel's retirement in 1954, the
Production Line remained intact as Alex Deîvecchio replaced Abel at center (107). The
Production Line started to have an impact in the NHL in the late 1940's. The 1947-48
playoffs revealed signs of things to corne as Detroit qualified for the Cup final but lost to
Toronto (706).Detroit repeated as Cup contenders the next season, but lost again to
Toronto in four games. But, the Wings captured their first of seven consecutive league
championships, and Sid Abel was swarded the Hart Tmphy as league MVP (107).

In 1950 the Wings defeated New York in the final four gams to t h m . Ted Lindsay
aiso finisneci ine season as ine iop scorer ana eamd the Ait Ross Trophy for his effort
(118). In fact, the Production Line finished one-twpthree in sconng. Lindsay was

followed by Sid Abel then Howe (117). The follawing s e a m , 1950-51, Gordie Howe
captured the Art Ross Trophy (122). The Wings dominated in 1951-52 as they finished

first and swept the final. Hawe captured the Art Rocs Trophy again and was awarded
the Hart Trophy (127). ARer 1952-53, Ham was awarded another Hart and earned

another Art Ross (130).

Detroit's winning ways continucd through the 1953-54 campaign. They finished first
for the sixth consecutive year and w

n the Stanley Cup by def-ing

Montreal. Howe

eamed another Art Ross (1334). The next seawn the Wing's finished first again and
defeated Montreal for the Cup (138). In 1956 Detroit qualified for the Cup final but were
defeated by Montreal (142). ARer the 1956-57 season, Detroit was first for the eighth

time in nine years, and Howe uias awarded the Hart and eamed another Art Ross
(7 46)-

The Detroit Red Wings of the late 1 9 4 ' s and earty 195O1s, ~

r

e byd the

Production Line, was clearty one of the dynasties of the Big Six Era. During their seven
consecutive first place finishes they won four Stanley Cups, including two cansecutively.

Although a dynasty in hockey cufture is usually "defined as any team that Ans three or
more Stanley Cups in succession" (100) the Detroit club of 194849 to 1954-55
indubitabfy qualifies as one-

Throughout the Big Six Era several other dynasties prevailed. For instance, through
1946-47 to 194849 the Toronto Maple Leak, coactied by Hap Day, won three

consecutive Stanley Cups (NHL Omcial Guide and Record Book, 1997:226) and
thereby became the NHL's first dynasty. In 1947 Toronto defeated Montreal in the finals

and a Leaf, Hawie Meeker, was awarded the Calder Trophy fdr m k i e

of the year

(Fischler and Fischler, 1997:lOl). Wih the help of Max Bentley, acquired from

Chicago, the Leafs captured the Cup again in 1948 by sweeping ûetroit. Toronto also

finished M h the best record wer the season (106). In 1949 Toronto swept the Wings
to win their third consecutive Stanley Cup (1 1O).

Another dynasty during this era were the 1955-56 to 1959-60 Montreal Canadiens
(NHL Omcial Guide and Record Book, 1997:226). They captured the Stanley Cup an

unprecedenied ana tnus b r never repeated

consecutive times. Ïoe aake, former

rnernkr of Fdontreal's renowne4 Punch Lins, was their coach (226). In 1956 h!ontreal
started their dynasty with a Cup W o r y over Detroit as well as a first plaœ finish

(Fischler and Fischler, 1997:142). In 1957 the Canadiens defeated Boston in the finals
(146). In 4 958 Montreal won their third consecutive Cup and a h finished as regular

season champions (151). The Canadiens repeated as league champions in 1959 and
won their fourth consecutive Cup (156). In 1960 Montreal finished first and swept

Toronto in the finals (Fischter and Fischler, 1997:164).
Montreal's five consecutive Cups were only part of the dynasty. They alw finished
Rrst four of these five years. In 1961 Montreal's hou on the Cup e n M but they finished

first over the regular season (167). In 1962 Montreal again finished fi& over the regular
season (for the sixth time in semn years) (172).

Essentiai to the Canadien's dynasty was their offense. In fact, their offense was so
dynamic it brought about a major rule change. Starting with the 1956-57 seabon, the

power play rule was put in eîTect. A player serving a mtnor penalty could return to the

ice if the opposing team m r e d on the p w e r play (NHL Omcial Guide and Record
Book, 1997:ll). Prior to this nile change, the tearn with the power play could score as

many goals as they could throughout the entire duration of the penalty as the offending
player was oniy released mer the cornplette time of the penaly had expircd. This oRen
resulted in the powerful Canadien offense smring several goals on a pawer play, and
putting the game out of reach for the opposition. The power play nile curtailed this from

occurring (Fischler and Fischler, 1997:114).

The Maple Leafs. coached by Punch Imlach, again won three consecutive Cups
hom 1962 to 1964 (NHL Omcial Guide and Record Book, 1997226). In 1962 they

defeated Chicago in the finals (Fischier and Fischler, 1997:172). In W63 Tmnto
finished in first place and defeated Detroit in the finals (776). In 1964 the Leafs
defeated Detroit in a seven game final senes to capture their third consecutive Cup
(180). Ern Horton, Dave Keon, Johnny Bower, Eddie Shaciq Red Kelîy, George
Armstrong, and Frank Mahovlich wwe some of the key players in this Leaf dynasty
(NHL OAicial Guide and Record Book, lW7:23O).
Sweral innovations to the game introduced during the Big Six Era have endured to
this day. For example, Bemie GeolMon introduced the sJap shot to the NHL. During a

game Geofhion mïssed the puck In anger, he slapped the puck with his stick and it
took off- He subsequentty perfected this slapshot and hockey was changed forever.

Using this technique, G m o n became onty the second player to score 50 goals in a
season (Murray, 1996: Legends of Hockey Video #3). He was '[nlicknamed "Boom
Boom" because of the reverberation of his stick hrtting the puck and the puck hitiing the
endboardsn(Fischler and Fischler, 19973 35). During the 19601s,Andy Bathgate of the

Rangers and Bobby Hull of the Blackhawks becarne successful slap shot adepts (129).
What the slap shot lacked in accuracy was made up in velocrty and intimidation

(129). Goaltenden became so fnghtened they started to wear masks. Terry Sawchuk
was terrified, Gump Worsely

was amazed, and Jacques Plante responded by

developing the goat mask (Murtay, 1996: Legends of Hockey Video #3). On November
1 : 1959, while playing for Montreal against the Rangers in Madison Square Garden in

New York. Plante was h l in the face by an Andy Bathgate slapshot. As a result, Plante
was taken out of the game W h a seven-stitch gash on his lace. Alter receMng sutures

he reappeared in the game waring a goal mask The Canadiens went on to win 3-1,

and Plante wore the mask for the r a t of the season (Fischler and Fischler, 1997:162).

Toe Biaùe, coach of Montreal, ciaimed that Plante was puck shy jwhich - w s a very

insüZing thing ?O say about a goaltender); mante's response was that he had one head
and wanted to keep iî (Murray, 1996: Legends of Hockey Video #3)!
Jacques Plante was responsible for several other innovations. For instance, he was

the first goattender to persistentiy wander outside the goal crease. This unconventional

goaitending style was soon copied by other netminders throughout the league. Plante
frequently roamecl out of the crease to retneve puck which had caromed

the boards

and skidded behind the net. There he wae able to control the puck, pass it to a

teammate, and then scramble back into his crease M o r e any shots were taken. Plante
was very effective at this, but it was considered tabo for a goaitender as it left the net

cornpletely unprotected. Furthemore, Plante alw had the audacw to engage in this
unorthodox style while playing for Montreal in the playofk (Fischier and Fischler,
A997:130)! Also, Plante's agilrty and speed enabled him to develop a deadiy and

effective p k e check. He frequentiy held back deep in his net. and then with his goal
stick he would very quickiy stnke out at the puck held by the incoming forward.
According to Jean Beliveau, he stnick iike a serpent and thus eamed one of his

nicknames - "Jake the Snaken(Beliveau, l995:134).

Jacques Plante played a total of nineteen seasons in the NHL with five difkrent
teams. He was awarded one Hart Trophy, earned m

n Vezinas, and played on six

Cup winning tearns. Despite these achievements, he is perhaps best known b r his
innovative goal mask, for which he has b e n dubbed The Masked Mann(Murray, 1996:
Legends of Hockey Video #3),
Another innovation was the hook stick Stan Mikita of the Chicago Blackhawks has
been credited with this invention. Bobby Hull, Mikita's teammate in Chicago, provides

an amunt of this deveiopment. During practice, if Mikita did not Iike the stick he was
using, he would lean on it and try to bteak it. Sirice he did not weigh mry much (365
Ibs soaking wet, according to Hull) he men murd not break it. So, he wouM insert his
stick in the door jam of the players bench and try to break it. This resuîted in him merely
curving the blade. He then skated around shooting pucks with his CU1996: Legends of Hockey Video #3). Mikita was also one

of the fimt

stick (Murray,
NHL pîayers to

wear a hefrnet (Fischler and Fihler, 1997:188). Mikita, who pîayed twenty-two
seasons in Chicago, became the first player to win the Art Ross, the Lady Byng, and

the Hart in one year. He accomplished this feat hivice; after the 1966-67 season, and
after the 1967-68 season (NHL Omcial Guide and Record Book, l997:196).
The strategy of pulling the goaltender also became a salient aspect of the game

during the Big Six Era. During their first contest of the 194647 season, the Red Wings
were traiting the Leafs 3-2 in the final minute of regulation time. Jack Adams, coach of
the Red Wings, pulled his goaltender and replaced him Wh an extra fonrimrd. Sid Abel
scored to tie the game. The resuît was that pulling the goalender becarne a popular

coaching ploy. Paul Thornpson, coach of the Chicago Blackhawks, unsuccessfully
attempted this strategy in the early 7940's. But, it wasn't until Adams's success that
other coaches started to employ this technique (Diamond, 1994: 26).

Another development was the gradua1 implementation of tandem goaitenders. In the
earty 1950's the Leafs dressed two goattenders, Al Rollins and Turk Broda (Fischler

a n d Fischler, 1997:120). By 196465 moct teams ngularty used tum goalies. Onh/
Detroit, with Roger Cmziet, and Boston, with Eddie Johnston, wre the exceptions
(Kendall, 1997:224). Gump Worstey, who was a goaltender b r Montreal and New York
during the Big Six Era, daims the major r e a m for teams empioying tM, goaitenders

wss ieievision. if oniy one goaitender m s d

d ior each team, a serious injury io

eRher goattender wuld create a iengthy stoppage of play. Either a back-up gcaRende:
muid leave the audience and suit up (th@m s men a trainer or $pare goaltender of the

home team), or the injureb goaitender wwld be treated by doctors or trainers and then
rejoin the game. When NHL games started to be televïsed, such mentiai intemptions

in play had to be eliminated. The solution was for each team to dres tM,goattenders
(ESPN Radio Broadcast, November 24, 1999). A major mie change was put in ekct

for the 1965-66 season; teams wwe fequired to dnsa two goaitenders for each reguiar
season game (NHL Omcial Guide and Record Book,1997:ll).
In 196445, Terry Sam;huk and Johnny Bower eamed the Vezina Trophy while

playing for the Leafs. As a tandem, they finished witn the league's lawest goals againsr
average, and they refused to accept the Vezina Trophy un&

both of their names were

inscribed on it and they each received the same cash award. The ieague agreed, and
the Vezina becarne a trophy emblematic

of the tandem goalie system (Fischler and

Fischler, 1997:184). This manner of awarding the Vezina was in effect until 1981-82,
when the Vezina Tïophy began to be awarded to the goattender judged by the general

managers of each of the NHL clubs to be the best at his position (NHL ORcial Guide
and Record Book, l99?:192).

During the 1955-56 season, another major change was the emergence of the
enforcer, otherwise referred to as the policeman or the instigator. The principal role of
the enforcer was to intimidate the opposition. Lou Fontinato of the Rangers was one of
the first enforcers Such players are currentiy referred to as gwns. When this terrn was
first applied is not known. It wes n d u e d at the same time as the emergenœ of that

style of player (the terrn gmn came much later) (Fischkr and Fischkr, 1997342).

Several innavations concerning the iœ alw made their first appearanœ during this

en. The first was a wmflary

of t m i n g NHL g a m . Commencing with the 1949-50

season, the NHL required that al1 iae surfaces in NHL arenas be tinted white to make
television viewing easier. Previousiy, when ice surfaces were not colored, they took on a

gray, mattled look as the arena's concrete or Sand noors vme visible through the
transparent ice. The combination of gray ice, white snow, and scratches on the surface
made the puck dimcutî to follow for fans and players (Diamond, 1994: 40).

The second innovation conceming the ice finit m m d on March 10, 1955. During
a game between the Leafs and Canadiens, a new iœ cieaning machine made its debut
in an NHL arena. The Zamboni, which repidiy cleaned the ice pnor to the g a m and

between periods, was smn a standard piece of equipment in most rinks in North
Arnenca (84).
As the era of the Big Six unfolded, many events occurred which have become

mernorable and enduring aspects of hockey cutture, e.g., the 1961 Stanley Cup final
senes between Detroit and Chicago. the Richard Riot, and the appearanœ of Witlie
O'Ree, the first black piayer in the NHL. The Montreal-Toronto Walry, which originated

in the eariy 194OYs,has endured to this day.
The 1961 Stanley Cup finals between the Chicago Blackhawks and the ûetroit Red

Wings is widely considered a series in which the old or traditional style of play
(embodied by the Red Wings) was up against the new or radical style (embobied by the

Hawks). According to the Fischlers, the finals of 1961 'presented a microcosm of the
old and the new, of what was best and mwst, traditional and radical in hockey at the

start of the 1960's" (168).

üeivecchio and Howe of the Wings were the quintessentiai tndiiionaiisk
Deivecchio, who played center, would cany the puck op the ice and p a s it to one d his
wingers. When H m , a winger, got the puck he
backhand. Players such as

usually fired a mist shot or a

Howe al= handled their own forechecking and policing.

Howe had a reputation as a tough player who wouldn't hesitate to use his elbows and,
along with his Wing teammates, his stick, ta intimidate the opposition (168-9).
Hull and Mikita, on the other hand, wre the c9tatysts and the essence of the new
style of hockey. Atthough Mikita was very adept at stick-handling the puck d m the ice,

both he and Hull were perfecting the curved stick and the slapshot for a qr-dawn-theice-and-slap-it style of play. By the rniddle and late 19601s,this style became prevalent
in the NHL (169). As a portent of things to corne, Chicago defeated the Wings and
captured their third and last Stanley Cup (167-68).
One vestige of the old style of play in Chicago's lineup during this sefies was
goaitender Glenn Hall, one of the last of the iron man goalies. As nded earlier,

throughout the 1950's and early 19601s,teams switched from one goalie who played ait
the regular season and playdT games, to a tandem system of a star goalie along with a

backup goalie. Hall was one of the last of a dying tradition; up to this point Hall had

completed the sixth of seven seasons playing every game in goal for his team.
Sawchuk, in goal for the Wings, had played in 37 of 70 regular season matches. The

tandem goalie system was slowly replacing the imn man goalie exemplified by Hall
(168).

Perhaps the most talked about event of the Big Six Era has been the Richard Riot,

wtiich occuned in Montreal on March 17, 1955. In a game late in the season between
the Canadiens and the Bruins at Boston, Montreal mach Dick Irvin was u p t at the

amount of physical abuse his tearn w s r e c e ~ n gfrom the home town Bruins. M n
encouaged his team to corne out fighting in the Iast period. One player, Maurice
"Rocker Richard, wasn't about to let lNin d m . During the final p e n d Hal Leycoe,

defenseman for the Bruins, provided the Rocket with a bloody cut on his scalp. Richard
responded by challenging Laycoe to a fight and Laycoe declined. The Rocket persisteci,
but was restrained by his teammates and linesman CIR Thornpson. The latter,

howwer, rathef than steering Richard away from bycoe, angered him by his physical
contact and oniy made the situation warse. The resutt was that bath Richard and
Thompson fell to the ice. The Rocket was penalizeâ. Hawerer, the incident wasn't over.

The Boston newspapers demanded that more action be taken against Richard. League
president Clarence Campbell respanded by ordenng IMn, Richard, and people frorn
the Bruins organization to his ofice. Surprisingly, Campbell's response was suspending
Richard for the rest of the regular season and the piayofk il38).

In Montreal, where Richard had Gd-like status, Canadien fsns went into en uproar.

This suspension was unacceptable for many reasons; 1) it happened to the Rocket, 2)
the suspension was for the rest of the season and the playofk, 3) Richard was very
close to capturing the league scoring title for the first time in his career. There was
concern that he wouldn? win it as a resutt of the suspension (Munay, 1996: Legends of
Hockey Video #3). Finaliy, the Canadiens were close to, and w r e e>cpected to, nase

out Detroit for the league championship, but the suspension of Richard made this less
likely (Detroit went on to win the league championship and defeated Montreal for the
S a nley Cup) (Fischler and Fischler, 1997:l38).
As time passed, Montreal's fans became more and more enraged over Campbell's

decision. By March 17,when Montreal was to host the Detroit Red Wings a the Forum,

the city was in an upmar. To make a volatiie situation wwse, Campbdl decided to

attend the game. Shortly aRer arriving, Campbell had mtkn fnit and vegetaMes t h m
at hirn (138). A fan appmached Campbell with what appeared to be an intent to shake
his hand. Instead, the fan $truck Campbell in the face. Jimmy Orlando, an ex-Detroit
Red Wing, saw this and reacted by grabbing the fan and hining him (Murray, 1996:

Legends of Hockey Video #3).
Suddenty, a tear gas bomb went off in the Forum. This sent the fans, already in a

fou1 mood, scuRïing and screaming to the exits. Jack Adams, the coach of the Wings,
received a note under the Detroit dressing room door from Canadiens manager Frank
Selke Sr. claiming that in the interest of safety, the game was to be fbrfeited and the

building emptied (Murray, 1996: Legends of Hockey Vidco #3).
After the Forum was emptied, about 6,000 to 7,000 people gathered in front. A
builet was shot through a windaw, fi-

were set, and cars were overtumed in the

ensuing riot. Later, a crowd estirnated between 30,000 to 40,000 started rioting on St.

Catherine's Street. Fires were set, and taxis and street cars w r e toppled aver. To quel1
the rioting crowd, around 2:W AM Maunœ "Rocket" Richard went on both English and

French radio to encourage the angry fans not to take the law into their own hands
(Murray, 1996: Legends of Hockey Video #3).

Another mernorable event from the Big Six Era was the appearanœ of the first black
player in the NHL. On February 1, 1958, Willie O'Ree made his debut with the W o n
Bruins. O'Ree, a talented winger, was pmmoted from Quebec, where he had scored 22

goals in 1956-57. His first appearanœ in the NHL was for twD games (Diamond, 1994:
116). O'Ree had good speed, but couid not hold up against the nrgged checking in the

NHL. Nevertheless, he ended up back with the Bruins three yeais later for 43 games

(Fischler and Fischler, 1997: 149). O'Ree piayed a total of 45 NHL garnes in which he
scored 4 goals and wllected 10 assists (NHL Omcial Guide and Record Book, 1997:

One aspect of hockey cuiture which originated in the Big Six Era and has endured

to this day is the Montreal-Toronto rivalry. According to broadcaster Dick Irvn
i,
matches the atmosphere when the Canadiens play the Ma*
the hearts of the peoplen. l

"nathing

Leafs. It's Hill ttiere in

~ claims
n
the M l r y started in the 1945 play&

(MacAskill,

1996: Forever Rivais Video #1). Toronto defeated Montreal in the -mi-finals

though Montreal had finished with the k

M n

t record of 38 wins, only 8 losses, and 4 ties

(Fischler and Fischler, 1997:95). Toronto w n t on to defeat Detroit in a seven game
final series. For six straight years, fmm 1944 to 1949, one of these two franchises Hion
the Cup. Only once during this six year period, in 1947, houmer, did Montreal and
Toronto meet in the finals (which Toronto won). The rivalry on the ice mirrored a cultural
one involving language, religion, and geography. It became French vs Engtish, Catholic

vs Protestant, and Quebec vs Ontario (MacAskill, 1996: Forever Rivals Video #1).
Accdrding to Ken Reardon of the Canadiens, '[ip

was legitirnate rivairy, a real hate'

In fact, one of the longest and most bitter
(MacAskill, 1996:Forever Rivals Video #l).
disputes in the history of professional sport exists betuRen Reardon and Cal Gardner of
the Leafs. The following transcription of interviews Wh these two players highlights the
bitter feud wtiich existed and the animosrty these two players still have for each other.

Ken: somebody cross checked me across the mouth
Cal: I had cut him on the lip. We were fighting for a playanspot.
Ken: thete was quite a bit of blood on the ice and uh my chew
nig
gum vue al1 chewed gum had fallen on the ice and 1 muld see
a couple of teeth sticking in it
Cal: and al1 of a sudden one night he gives me the elbow and breaks
my jaw
Ken: I wanted to get even ... make no bones about it
Cal: he had already told a a magazine that he was going ta break my

iaw

Ken: and the week the magazine carne out I ran into Cal Gardner
accidentalîy. I muer got a penatty and unfartunatefy he brdce his
jaw on bath siâes.
Cal: it was an -1
crack That's an Mlthing to do to a man.
Ken: so 1 had to go in front of Mr. Campbell ... (MacAskill, 1996: Forever Rivals Vim #1).
Their accounts, videotaped separateiy and t k n transcnbed in the above f o n , not oniy

depict the intensity and violence of the dispute ktween Reardon and Gardner, they
also exemplify the bitter rNslry betveen the Canadians and the Leefs during the Big Six
Era. Nat only has this rivalry transcended the Big Six Era, the animomty between

Reardon and Gardner remains. Nearîy fiRy pars later they aiIl don? talk According to

Cal Gardner, "1 wouldn't talk to him. I wuldn't huer myseK to talk to him" (MacAskill,
1996 : Forever RIMIS Video #7 ).

The Leafs and Canadiens met again in the 1951 finals. All five games went into

overtime. it was in this series that Bill Barilko of the Leafs w n the Cup with an overtime

goal. Shortly afterwards he perished in a plane crash (Fischler and Fischler, 1997:123).
ln spite of this loss to Toronto, the 1950's belonged to Montreal as they played in the
Cup final ten years in a fow, won six C u p (NHL OfMial Guide and Record Book,

1997:226),and finished first wer the regular season four times (135-6). Montreal
finished the 1950's with five consecutive Cup victofles, including Wo over the Leafs in

1959 and 1960 (226).
The rivalry continued in 1963 when the LeaB defeated Montreal in a five game semi-

final series. Toronto went on to defeat Detroit in the finals. The next season, Toronto
again defeated Montreal (in spite of Montreal finishing first over the regular season) in a
seven game semi-final series, and went on to defeat Détroit in another seven game

series to capture their third consecutive Stanley Cup (MacAskill, 1996: Forever Rivals

Video #1).

The Big Six Era came to a close with the continuation

of this rivalfy in the 1967

finals. Toronto defeated Montreal four games to two and won the last Stanley Cup of the
Big Six Era (Fischler and Fischler, 1997:192). Daw Kem ums awarded the Conn

Smythe Trophy as the playoff MVP and to this day has

been the onty Leaf to ever

receive this award. From 1956 to 1969, Montreal and Toronto won thirteen of fourteen
Stanley Cups (NHL Omcial Guide and Record Book, 1997:226).

The 196647 season was noteworthy for several reasona First, it was the 50th

anniversary of the NHL Second, Chicago won the league title for the fimt time. Third, it
was the first season in which the Ail-Star Game was played in the middle of the season.

Montreal defeated the stars 3-0. m i s was the first, and oniy, shutout in the history of
the AlfStar Game. Fourth, a young defenseman named Bobby Orr played his first

season in the NHL for the Boston Bruina His impact was imrnediate; he packed arenas
in his firçt season and was awarded the Calder Trophy for mkie of the

par. Orr may

not have created the blue line rush but he popularized it to the extent that he, in large
part, changed the style of the game. He also regulariy joined the offense as a fourth

forward, and completety orchestrated the pawer play from the point. He became a
mode1 for a mole generation of future offensive defenseman. Fifth, as the NHL doubled

in size for the next season by adding six franchises in the United States, this season
was the last of the Big Six Era (Fischler and Fischler, 1997:190-93).

The 1967-68 season marked the start of The Modem or Expansion Era. The Oakland

Seals: the Los Angeles Kings, the Minnesota North Stars, the St. Louis Blues, the

Pniiadeiphia Flyers, and the Pittsburgh Penquins entered the kague. A msequence
of this expansion w s that the kague was split into two sa-kan: divisions. nie East
DMsion comprisecl The Big Six franchises and the West Dision the six expansion
teams (NHL Omcial Guide and Record Book, 7 997:l38).
Not onfy did this expansion double the number of franchises, it alsa brought live NHL
play to arenas in both the midwest (St. Louis and Minnesata) and the west wast
(Oakland and

Los Angeles). The Big Six franchises, with national telm*sim exposure,

had attracted a national audience and now, as a mult of expansion, interested fans in

other areas of North America could watch live

NHL action. In addition, new arenas

accompanied new franchises. The $18 million Forum in southem California, the $6

million Metroplitan Sports center in Blcmmington, Minnesota, the $12 million Spectrum
in Philadelphia, and New York's new $25 million Madison Square Garden Center, w r e
indicators of the affluence and prosperity the NHL was enjoying (McFariane, 1569:95j.
The NHL expanded again in 1970-71 with the addition of the BuMo Sabres and the
Vancower Canucks (NHL Official Guide and Record Book, 1997:138). The Canucks
became the NHL1sthird Canadian franchise and expanded its presenœ into the Pacific

north west. The Sabres joined the pack of solid and stable franchises in north eastem
North Amenca. These two franchises joined the East DMsion white Chicago switched to

the West Division (138). In 1972-73, the

New York lslanders joined the stable core of

franchises in the north east mile the Atlanta Flames brought the NHL to the south
western United States for the fimt time. The lslanders joined the East OMsion while the

Flames joined the West DMsion (A38). In 1974-75, the Kansas CRy Scouts were

added to the contingent of franchises in the mid west, mile the Washington Capitals
joined the stable a r e of franchises in the north east (139).

From 196748 to 1974-75, the NHL tripied to eighteen teams. Of the twelve
expansion franchises added in th& eight year p e n d only one, the Vancouver Canucks,
was Canadiaii. Every stage of expansion saw a team or teams added to the wlid core

of franchises in the north east, and a team or teams brought into untested markets

across North America such as the west coast, the mid west, and the southem United
States. For the 1974-75 season, the NHL was realigned into tM, nine team
conferences. The Prince Of Wales Conference (forrnerty the East DMsion) w s made
up of the Noms and Adams DMsions, while the Clarence Cambell Conference (fonnerty
the West DMsion) mntained the Smythe and Patrick DMsions (139). What nras

interesting about this realignment was that the conferences and dMsions were not
named after geographical regions as in other sport leagues. Rather, they were named
after prominent and infiuential men who played key roles in the history of the

NHL. In

this way, the league used its tradition to shawcase itself.
Over the next several seasons, many franchise transfers and mergers t w k place.
The California ftanchise was transferred to Cleveland and becarne the Cleveland
8arons. The Kansas City franchise w s transferred to Denver and became the Colorado
Rockies. In 1978-79, the Cleveland and Minnesota franchises merged, and the NHL
was left a seventeen team league (139).
A major merger touk place prior ta the commencement of the 1979-80 season. The

Edmonton Oilers, the Winnipeg Jets, the Quebec Nordiques, and the Hartford Whalers
merged with the NHL when the World Hockey Association suspended operations (140).

The three Canadian entries doubled the total number of Canadian franchises in the

twenty-one team league to six The next season. 1980-81, the Atlanta franchise was
transfetred tc Calgary and became the Calgary Flames (140). This brought the total

number of Canadian teams to seven. The NHL now had, as dunng the era of the Big
Six, one-third of its franchises in Canada-

In 1982-83, the Colorado Rockies tranderred to New Jersey and becarne the New
Jersey Devils. ln 1991-92, the NHL added anather tearn - the San Jose Sharks. This
new addition marked the beginning of a trend, nameîy, the expansion and relocation of

existing franchises into the southern United States. The next season a team was added
in Flonda, the Tampa Bay Lightning. As well, Canada got rts eighth franchise as the
Ottawa Senators entered the league. The

year afkr, California was granted another

franchise, the Mighty Ducks of Anaheim, as was Florida, the Florida Panthem. Also, the
Minnesota franchise $ h W to Dallas and becarne the Dallas Stars (140-2).
A coroliary of this very rapid expansion into the couthem United States war that the

conferences and d ~ s i o n swere again renamed. In 1993-94, the Prince of Waies
Conference -me

the Eastern Conference, and the Clarence Campbell Conference

becarne the Western Conference. As far as the d ~ s i o n swere concerned, the Adams

k c a m e the Northeast, the Patrick becarne the Atlantic, the Noms became the central,
and the Smythe became the Pacific (142).
The NHL's entry into the sauthem United States mntinued with several more

franchise transfers. The Quebec Nordiques mowd to Denver and became the Colorado
Avalanche, while the Winnipeg Jets became the Phoenix Coyotes (143). In 1997-98,
the Hartford Whalers resurbced in Raleigh, North Carolina as the Camlina Humcanes

(1999 NHL Yeabook, 1998:23). With the arriwl of franchises in Arizona and North
Carolina, eight of the NHL's franchises were located in the wuthern United States,
while oniy six were left in Canada. Furthemore, the addition of the Nashville Predators
in 1998-99, and the Atlanta Thrashers in 1999-2000, has raised the southern United

States franchise count to ten. Columbus and Minnesota are e%peded ta have
franchises for 2000-01 (2000 NHL Yearbod<, 1999: 252).

Canadian cities like Winnipeg and Quebec, and small northem United States cities
like Haftford, are no longer able to support NHL teams. These franchises moving south
to 'greener pastures', dong with expansion franchises starting up in the southern
United States, are reflections of mntemporary social and economic reality.

Entertainment and communications corporations have becorne major players in the

current economy, and their headquarters are located in large urban centers in the
southern United States. Many people lMng in these centers want new forms of
entertainment, and there are ind~dualsand corporations weatthy enough to bnng the
NHL to these cities. The m e r s of franchises in Winnipeg, Quebec, and Hartford,

lacked corporate sponwrship, revenue from ticket sales, and lucrative contracts Wh
television networks which are requirW to remain in tne Moaern Éra ofme NHL-

In closing, the Big Six Era was not a planned phase in the NHL's history. It was a
historieal accident. For reasons we shall mnsider later, this 'Gdden Age' has been the
subject of a great deal of romanticization by hockey fans, players, and the media. Our
next wncern, however, is an anaiysis of romanticuing hockey.

CHAPTER THREE
ROYANTIClZDNe HOCUET
How people think about the game # a nlient acpect of conternporary hockey cuîture.
Specificaliy, the tendency to mmanticize its recent past bas creafed a nostalgie aura
which has taken on a Iife of ifb own. Sorne

of the dominant images which have

contributed to this pattern of myth making are children playing hockey on frozen ponds,

young men from humble backgrounds in rural Canada achieving fame in the NHL,

fantasies about winning the Stanley Cup, and great moments in international
tournaments such as the 1972 Sumrnit Series This view of hockey is reinforced by
conceptual categories (or continua) such as unorganized-organized, rural-urban, childadutt, play-work, national-international and, most important for present purpases, thennow. An analysis of these categories, the subject of this chapter, -1s

that although

romantic narratives about hockey are not necessarily empincaliy fa~tual,they validate
the belief that virtualiy everything about hackey's past was better than today's game.
The hockey romanticized may be a

game of shinny played by children on a m e n

pond in rural Saskatchewan, or on a sheet of ice made by dad in a backyard in
Brantford. The game may invoive children ptaying organized minor hockey at the local

arena, or a fast-paced and exciting Midget AAA or junior cornpetition involving skilled,
rugged, and detemined teenagers and young adults. The matches rnay be

international such as the 1972 Summit Series between the USSR and Canada's finest

professional players, or take place within a number of national professional leagues, the
pinnacle Ming the National Hockey League. Regardles of the time, place, or ievel, a

slightly varied form

of the same game is played. Nevertheless, those whose image of

the game is colored by the past are more likety than athers to have certain categon'es
shape their thoughts and images about the game.

In constructing a cuitunil image of hockey played by children, categories such as
unorganked-organized, play-work, and childhood-adulthaod stand out. An anafysis of
several nostalgic depictions of hockey played by children will illustrate that these
categories are opefative when people think about the game. A good example here is
Ken Dryden's Homo Goma (1994). Dryden's consideration of hockey is a

romanticization of the game rather than an empirical account of the reality of the game.
Throughout Dryden's nostalgic depiction of hockey the aforernentioned categories are
employed and invoked.
Within Dryden's "romantic narrative", the actMties of children very oRen involve
magjc, imagination, dreams, and spontanerty. This is exemplified by hockey played by

children in backyards, in driveways, or on the street. While engaging in this play,
children typically make their owr; rules (if there are ariy a: al!) ar;d pick their QG team.
There usually are no spectators; a lot of what happens is spontaneous. Imagination and
fantasy coincide with physical action, and very seldom are there hard, gnieling
practices - the kids just play. Rather than skate around pylons, they sîcate through an
imagined New York Rangers. Their dreams transport them from a backyard to œnter
ice at Maple Leaf Gardens. Suddenîy, their opponents are no longer the Montreal

Canadiens, they are the Russians.
Other hockey wnters have presented similar accounts of hockey played by children.
In Wayne Gmtzky: The Authortted Pictorlal Blogmphy (1994) Jim Taylor
provides a version of the childhood hockey experiences of The Great One. According to
Taylor: when Gretzky was a boy, he and his fiiends played hockey on an outdoor rink

construcied &y vvaiter Gretzky in the backyaro of their Brantford, Ontario nome. ~ i s
neighbor and playmate at the time reports that;
"[wjhen t
e played hockey in the backyard we did it like
the real thing." Brian Rineto says.We'd stand at attention like for the national anthem, then w ' d drop our gloves
and wrestle. Wayne never won. But then we'd start playing

hockey - showdawn, three-on-one, everything. When we
picked teams, Wayne a h y s took the little guys. They won
a lot. If there veren1 enough kids for teams it was practice
time." (Tayîor, 1994:13).

Aithough Gretzky became a famous hockey player and is considered by players, fans,
and the media to be one

of the best players of al1 time, his childhood experiences in

Wally Coliseum", as his family and playmates fondty called it (lO), were typical of the
play of many Canadian children. They involved imagination, spontaneity, picking their

own tearns, and playing by their own rules. They w r e free of aduit influence and w r e
not structured as a forrn of work They were playing what is men considered

unorganized hockey.
Ken Dryden discusses the road hockey expriemes of Greg Koehler, a member of
the Toronto Marlboro

AAA hockey team in Home Game as follows;

T h e captain of the Mariies steps on his blade and r e t s
it. He siams the screws tight against the concrete walk, cufk
the stick twice on the driveway, and is satisfied. Pulling the
best of the hockey nets over his shoulder, he heads out to prepare himself for the coming game- Not imagery, but imagination. Not memory, but creatnirty. Not work, but play."(199456-57)Koehler's road hockey experiences, as described by Dryden, much like Gretzky's in

Wally Coliseum" reparted by Taylor, are mnsidered ta entail imagination, spontaneity,
and a focus on play as opposed to practice and work According to these narratives,
when kids play shinny, magic and imagination are assurned ta be central. These Mers
are ramanticizing about children playing hockey rather than desctibing this actnnty.

Although one could huit Dryden fw presenting a subjecWe experience as an objective
account of what is happening (Mer ail, haw can he realiy b o w what these teenage
boys are thinking about when they play stree?hockey), the fact that his narrative rings

true attests to the pcrwer that romantic images have for those who are familiar with the
game as observers or participants.
He continues along these lines M e n he observes;

"It is Greg Kœhler, spinning at œnter ice, Maple Leaf Gardens.
Biliy Thornpson, now Grant Fuhr of the Edmonton Oilers. The
sheepish dog n w 16,182 fans nsing like a jack-in-the-box as
the Great Kœhler does the impossible yet again and scores the
overtime goal to win the greatest Stanley Cup ever played." (1994:58).
This fantasy, magic, and play, which are central to the unorganizod hockey played by

children in backyards or streets are, it follows, at odds Wh the competitiveness and
work ethic which are displayed by children in the local rink. The latter canstitutes a
world half way between the ludic one

ûne

û:

of childhood and the rule-bound, wrk-centered

aUü,ls. i:everttieless, this is not to argue that adutts are excluded from the

former. For instance, they may facilitate what happens by constnrcting a backyard rink
or perform marginal roles such as intewening as pmblem solvers when troubles anse;

"[w]indows always w r e a problem at 40 and 42 Varadi Avenue.
They broke so many in Sylvano Rinettorsgarage that he finally
gave up and put in plastic." (Taylor, 1994:13)
and

"Gordie (Houe) and thirty or f o w other kids would play on the frozen slough as long as they could. Using weighted4m jam tins
for goalposts, they'd chase a puck up and d o m the immense naturai ice surface and endure ravening cold that routinely descended
to 25F or 30F belw zero. The chill would be heightened by fierce
prairie winds whipping into their faces and clothing, and whenwer
Gordie and his brothers or sisters caught a touch of fmstbite, Mrs.
H o u e treated it with cold -ter on cheeks, fingen and t-.
But
weather was just weather. It didn't deter Gordie fmm playing the
game he'd fallen in love with". (MacSkimming, 1995:21).

But, cniidren usuaiiy piay street nocùey or nackey in the mcicyarci wiinoui ihe inifusive
presence of aduits. Upon entering the covered flnk, the children are still playing the
same game, but it has been modfied. The influence of adults is now part of the game.

According to Dryden, organized hockey 'is a mini adutt wrld, with adutt ccmches, adult
fans and referees, adutt sensibilities, -ions,

and ambitions.' (1994:63). The

implication is that when children play in the nnk, they no longer mereiy play hockey,
they work at it. They practice and work very hard to mâke the team and to stay on it.
Young players practice hours evwy week and even train and practiœ during the

summer so they can play about ten to fiReen minutes a garne. This work ethic
characterizes the adutt wrld. Work is such e prevaknt sepect of adult life thet e hard

work ethic pemeates many other spheres of adutt existence. For instance, as far as
recreation is concerned, adub men go to places Iike the tennis court or the goif course
not to play tennis or to gotf but "to work at their garne". As far as relationships are
wncerned, aduits don't meet, have sex, fall in love, and lïve happily ever aiter, they

"work at it". Considering al1 this, it is not surprïsing that aduit invotuernent in hockey
played by children resutts in the game being structured Iike wbrk
Moreover, when children play shinny on a street or in a backyard they usually pick
their own tearns; in organized hockey, the teams are decided by others according to
criteria such as age, ievel of skill, and detemination. Children play street hockey with

and against their friends and neighbors. In organued hockey children oRen campete to
make the team, and if they are successful friendships are then formed with others who
also make the team. One consequence of teams being formed &y adutts is that

friendships are decided by someone else. This is yet another example of the
impingement of the adult world on the organized hockey th& children play.

Furthemore, after children compete to make the team, they no longer play against
their friends; they compte against bes and rivals. While competing, they have to follow

nifes made by others and their 'play' is regulated. Any spontaneity, creatMty, or
imagination the children engage in takes place within a regulated situation. In the aduit
world, not only do men and women compete for jobs, many of the jobs obtained invoive

competition. Success on the job, in business, in academia, and other spheres requires

success at competition and those who succeed, by definition, have a cornpetitive edge
and this cornpetition is regulated by niles and laws. Many jobs allow for little or no

spontanerty, creat~tyor imagination, and are characterirecl by labor exploitation and
worker afienation. Those which do inuok spontaneity or imagination require that such
activities stiii adhere to rules, procedures, and deadlines.
There is a further dmrence betwen the organized play in a rink and the

unorganized play in backyards and streets that should be noted. Children in the rink
perfom in front of adults and other children. As a resuit, their accomplishments and

faiiures are on public display. The perfomances of ind~dualsand teams are subject to
both positive and negative scrutiny. Very &en their performances are reported in the
local paper. A team's winning record, exemplary tearnwork, or latest victory may be

written about for al1 to read. In addition, ind~dualperformances such as a high point
total, scoring an overtirne goal, or getting an excessive number of penalties may also be
cornmented on. This kind of publicity does not occur when children play in backyards or
in the street. Except for a broken basement window or a lump of snaw 'accidentaliy'
shot at a passing motorist's vehicle, the actMties engaged in by children mile playing
shinny pass by largeiy unnoticed and unseen.

Wnat this aii means, as Dydcn suggests, is that the immivarnent of duits noi oniy
changes the social context in which the game is played, it also changes the M t m of
the game;

"[plarents will always be parents; and when they are kids
usualty won't be kids. It is the dinerence between Mds
playing in a backyard and in an indoor arena. Backyards
are for fantasy and play; rinks are for aspiration and making it. Backyards, in today's mind, seem idle and unproductive; rinks are organizeâ, maximizeâ, busied and directed. Backyards are a Mds world; rinks belong to adub."
(Dryden, l994:?l).
At the same time, the successful adutt hockey players were &en the children who
could combine the regirnen and 'push'

of organized hockey with the magic,

imagination, and sponbneity of hockey played on the street or in the backyard.

uPyionhockey and street hockey represent a mix of the
organized and unorgankeâ, the formal and informal, the
goal directed and fantastic, the disciplined and undisciplined, the time-pressed and tirneless. They combine the
skill and cognitive functions of the brain, the "how"(skill)
with al1 the creative ways (cognitive) in which the hows get
put together. This happy mix characterizes the childhood
of most great players. To the ex?entthat Wayne Gretzky
was made, not k m , it happened far more in his backyard
and sideyard than in al1 the arenas in Brantford." (Dryden,
1994:82).
An example of this possibilrty is Jean Beliveau, oRen referred to as "The Ambassadot'

and "Big Jean", wtio had a long and distinguished career M h the Montreal Canadiens.
The young Beliveau, like many youngsters who play hockey, developed his skills by
playing pylon hockey in the local nnk. He also developed as a hockey player by

practicing in his own backyard. His father, to further encourage him, buiît a srnail
practice rink on a pond behind their house. According to Befiveau, this is where he

learned to stick handle (Murray, 1996: Legends of Hockey Video #4).

The categories of rural-urban are also evident when hockey is romanticized. feolple

within North American hockey cuRure have a tendency to make light of or celebrate
aspects of rural culture. In doing sol the past is judged better than the present. In other

words, the idealized past is m e n identifid with the rural and the inferior present with
the u M n .

Over time, Canada's population has becorne more u-n.
"[lin 1901 more than onefouRh Iked in centers of
10,000, but onîy ? 2 percent lived in metropoli of
7 00,000 or more. At the beginning of WorM War II
(1941) roughly one-half lived in cities uf 10,000 and
about one-third lived in a metropolis of 100,000 or
more; by 1991 the proportions were Wo-thirds and well
over half respectively." (Mitchell in Driedger, 1991:62).

According to Dryden's narrative, one resutt of ubaniration is that children "play more
hockey now in arenas, with coaches and referees, and less on the streets, backyards or

driveways." (81) The gradua1 shtft of Canada's population into the cities has no doubt
contributed to a decline in the number of children playing unorganized hockey in rural
areas. Neverthefess,small toms still have their iinks, the srnaller number of children in
the remaining rural areas still play hockey on frozen ponds and streets, and there are
backyards in the city where children play shinny. Dryden's tone of hockey "played by

children as it used to be" exemplifies the tendency of using the rural-urban distinction to

glorify aspects of rural cuRure (children playing pond and street hockey) with the
agenda of making the p s t better than the present (hockey characterized by hard work
and competitiveness). His comments about the effects of urbanization speak as much
to the virtues of simpfer times as they do to actual demographic changes in Canadian

society. They also seern to overtook the fact that children still play unorganized hockey
in small t o m s and that unorganized hockey is not extinct in urban areas.

Ccrresponding with Canada's increasing utban popuiation is urban spnwi'. ÛrieOger
in The Ucban Factor (1991) describes the situation in which
"[~Jpcvardly
mobile tesidents moue to the outer suburbs or
beyond, seeking the utopian advantages of bath town and
country. New busineases afso start up on the outer edges
of the c w where premises are iess costty, and manufacturing moves out there to expand. All these shifts to the outlying areas are made possible by the fiembility of automobile
transportation." (1 991 :251)

"[s]uburbs can become gigantic, centerless bedroorn developments that may d e r advantages to families with srnaIl children, but are boring for teenagers and youth because they lack
clubs, sports arenas, and opportunities for social interaction."
(1991 1251-2).
These observations support certain aspects

of Dryden's narrative. For example,

mmrnuting time to the nearest hockey facility has increased. Moreover, ice time in
these arenas has become very costly. The increase in commuting time and the high
cost of ice time have led to fewer children playing organized hockey. Dryden's argument

is that urbanization has brought about a louer likelihood of children playing organited
hockey in urban areas as well as a decline in the number of children playing

unorganized hockey in rural areas (as fewer children live there). His account implies
that pond hockey and shinny played by children in rural areas, due to urbanization, has

almost disappeared from hockey culture. Ho~iever,in actuality hockey played by
children in small towns across Canada is still taking place. The number of children
involved may have declined but it is still a cornmon actrvity. Again, Dryden's account
only appears empirical.
A consideration of the legendary account d Gordie Howe,the %rm boy' from rural

Saskatchewan, illustrates that rural-urban distinctions do not provide empirical

accounts of the p s t . According to Roy MacSkimrning in Oordie: A Hockoy Coaond

"[aJsjust about everybody k n m , Gordie Howe hails fram
Floral, Saskatchewan, a handful of homes surrounding a
grain elevafor nine mi& east of Saskatoon. It's one of those
reliable Canadian facts, neatly symbolizing the heroic journey
Howe had to make, geographicaliy and spiritually, down the
raiMy tracks from his humble prairie ongins to big-league
stardom in Detroit" (q6).
This account is part of the legend of Gordie HM.

In actuality, however, Howe is not a

Yarm boy' from Floral. According to MacSkimrning, "Hamdoesn't really corne from
Floral at alln(16). Although he was bom in Floral, approximatety nine days after his birth

the Howe's moved to Saskatoon, where he lived until he M home to pursue his hockey
destiny. MacSkimming adds, "HM

is a Saskatwn boy, period" (16).

Nevertheless, throughout How's Iife and career, the media continually cast him as
the Tarn boy' from Floral. When the move from Floral to Saskatoon is considered, the

former is rural and the latter is urban. When the move from Saskatoon to mtroit (or any
other large metropolis such as New York or Chicago) is considered, the former is now
rural and the latter is urban- In one context in wtiich the categories rural-urban are

employed, Saskatoon is urban. In another context Saskatoon is rural. The romanticized
account of the Yarm boy' from Floral achieving stardom in professional hockey adds to
the iegend surrounding this great player (aRer ali, Floral to Detroit is a greater odyssey
than Saskatoon to Detroit), and illustrates that the categories rural-urban are utilùed ta

provide romanticireci rather than empirical accounts of the past.
The often romanticized account of the Stanley Cup challenge by the Dawson City
Nuggets perhaps best exemplifies b t h the Canadianness of hockey and the sense of

propnety Canadians have over the game. The categories rural-utban are also manifest

in inis taie. in 49û4 ied by Cdonoi Joe m e , a grwp of buresucrats h m UawSon Ciiy
in Canada's Yukon challengecl the Ottawa Silver Seven (fonnerly the Onawa Senators)

for the Stanley Cup. What was temarkable was that the trek from Dawson City to
Ottawa took three w e k s and covereâ four thousand miles in the deep of winter. The

Nuggets traveled by dog sled, slmered through delays and mi&

connections, and

then embarked on a transcontinental train ride across the prairies. While in progress,

this train ride was given pienty of carierage in the newbpapers and subsequently
became a famous national news item (Murray, 1996: Legends of Hockey Video #1). In
this account Canada's north is cast as niml and the nation's capital, Ottawa, is cast as

urban.
G p n amving in Ottawa in Januafy, 1905, the Dawson CRy Nuggets hced off
against the Ottawa Siiver Seven. The Siiver Seven, the defending Stanley Cup
champions, defeated the Nuggets 9-2 on January 13. With the help of Frank McGee's
fourteen goals, on January 16 the Sihter Seven again defeated the Nuggets 23-2.
McGee's goal scoring performance is still a record in Stanley Cup playoff history. He
has been cited as Canada's fist hockey superstar (Murray, 1996: Legends of Hockey
Video #l
and NHL Official Guide and Record Book, 1997: 243).

This interesting and entertaining story clairns hockey as Canada's game. The fact
that a team from Canada's hinterland tmk part in a Stanley Cup challenge in the

nation's capital teHs Canadians that hockey was, and is, played by Canadians
everywhere. The story symbolites the passion and love Canadians have for hockey. It

also provides a symbolic legacy for the Stanley Cup. Through such stories, it becornes
a wveted piece of silverware with a glonous past. Some of the aura and mystique

wtiich sutrounds the Stanley Cup is created by this story. As weli, this tale perpetuates
the image that Canadians play hockey with ruggedmss, determination, and passion.

The theme that hockey is Canada's game is central to the frequent rornanticization

of the 1972 Sumrnit Series. A consideration of the collective thought mnceming these
eight games between Canada's best professional hockey players and the Soviet
Union's National Team also illustrates that the categories national-intemational are
often used to showcase a past which can then be considered better than the present.
According to Gruneau and Whitson,
"[tlhere has aiways been a tension between the rhetonc
of globalisrn that surrounds international sport at the official levef and the nationalist passions and rnyths of national
superiorîty that the popular media routineiy fuel" (1993:267).

"[iln international hockey contests act as a medium for the
expression of Canadian identrty and also for the reMîmation
of a preferred version of "national character: tough and hard,
passionate yet detemined, individualisticn(1993:267).
In other terms, abstractions such as 'us vs themn, national character, national
superiorrty, and, in the case of hockey, Canada's proprietary relationship with the game,
are actuaiized and manifested in international cornpetition. This was exemplified by the
1972 Summit

Series. Let us consider the context of this dramatic and syrnbolically

defining event.
The Soviet challenge to Canada's self-proclaimed suprernacy of hockey, which

began in the 1950's and culminated in the Surnmit Series, was a clear manifestation of
the use of sports to celebrate an ideology. The Soviets' and other wcialist countries'

strong desire to display success in sports, in this case hockey, to the rest of the world
was their way of promoting their m i a l system. For them, winning in sports was oRen

equaiea witn k i n g pari af a M e r sociai system an6 iMng unaer ine auspices of a
superior ideology (Gruneau and Whitson, 1993:256).

The Surnmit Series also occuned at a tirne when the Soviet Union was starting to be
more open to the rest of the world. In the eariy 197OSs,the Soviet Union and its people
were not as well known to the rest of the worid as they are n w . The Summit Series

almost immediately t w k on an "us vs them" aura (which was equated with our ideology
vs their ideology). The mystique of the Soviets, the "us vs themnaura, and Canada's
sense of propriety over the game (hockey is Canada's game), combined to make the

Summit Series a dramatic, mesmerizing, and thrilling event, with something beyond the
series at stake. The series actualized and made tangible political and social diFerences.

But subsequent international hockey matches, even those involving Canada and

Russia, have not recaptured the magic of the Summit Series. The social and economic

reahty of the global village has largety demystified international hockey. Russian players,
as well as those from Sweden, Finland, Czechaslovakia, and the United States are now
abundant in the NHL. Their proliferation has influenced the style of hockey played to

such an extent that, according to Mats Sundin of Sweden, captain of the Toronto Maple
Leafs, "[ilt'salready hard to tell who is fram where. The styles are getting more similar

every year that goes by" (Stein, 2000:45). "Foreign" players are also prevalent in
Canada's major junior hockey leagues. Furthermore, children growing up in these
countries now share the same dreams as Canadian children - to play in the NHL and

Mn the Stanley Cup. One cari argue that, as far as hockey is concemed, the distinction
between national and international has been eliminated.

Despite these changes to the game, the Summl Sefies continues to exert a strong
influence on the collective rnemory for Canadian hockey. It does

$0

by highlighting a

p e n d pnor to the 'European Inlrasion' when, according to many, hockey was 'out
game. Pnor to the Sumrnit Series, when there nms still a difkrence between national

and international, hockey was in many respects Canada's game. In fact, most of the
players in both the NHL and Canada's major junior hockey leagues were from Canada.
According to Joel Stein, "the percentage of Canadians in the NHL has dropped

significantty, to less then 60%, down from almost 97% in 1967' (44).

Duiing the 1 9 9 0 ' ~there
~
w r e many indicators that Canada's self proclaimed
supremacy of hockey and its proprietary retationship to the game have become aspects

of the past. First, Wtween 1990 and 1999, only two Canadian teams have won the
Stanley Cup. Second, Canada lost the World Cup, f c m r t y called the Canada Cup, to

the United States in 1996. Third, at the 1998 Winter Oîympics in Nagano, Japan, the
first time Canada sent their best professionals to this tournament, Canada's national

team failed to eam a medal. Fourth, in the NHL All-Star Game, which cumntfy
showcases a Team North Amen'ca against a Team World forma?, fewer than haif the
players are Canadian. Finatly, the best player in the NHL over the last several seasons

has been Jaromir Jagr and the best goalie has m n Dominik Hasek. Both are from
hechoslovakia (Stein, 2000: 4045).
While these changes to Canada's game were occumng, changes which have

diminished the Canadianness of hockey, the romanticization of the Sumrnit Series
became a way for mernôers of Canadian hockey culture to reassert their ownership of

the game.

The categories (or continua) cansidered in this chapter, which are inwked when
people within hockey culture and, to some extent, outsiders, romanticire hockey, are

manifestations of the overarcning caiegories of t h e n - m . In romanticire9 narratives.
hockey played by children was primariiy unorganued and t w k place on frozen ponds or
streets. Over the last several decades Canada's population has becorne more urban.

Now more children are playing organized hockey in large cities. Mstalgic accounts of
hockey often depict the style of hockey played by children "in the p s t " as magical,
spontaneous, and imaginative, and henœ superior to the conternporary game, which is
depicted as organized, regimented, and cornpetitive.
Romanticizationsof success in hockey are typicaliy characterued by boys from rural
areas in Saskatchewan or Ontario going on to heroism and stardom in urban centers

such as Chicago, Detroit, New York, Toronto, and Montreal. Canadian hockey players
are currently defined as inferior to those from Europe and Russia. In the not tao distant

past, hockey was wnsidered Canada's game. Naw there is a difkrent reality. An
analysis of the categories national-international revealed that Canada's proprietary
relationship to the game has been challenged. Many fans, players, former players, and
hockey commentators claim that the challenge has already accurred and that Canada

has lost.
In sum,when people romanticize hockey they are creating an imagined world from
the past. Aspects of the past are selected, highlighted, and celebrated. At the same

tirne, what is at odds with this imagined world is underplayed, disparaged, and even
ignored. Romantic narratives about hockey are not empirical depictions of the p s t .
Also, what happened then is thought to be better than what is happening n w . The

next chapter addresses what it means to romanticize the p s t . Chapter five considers
the functions of this a c t ~ t yin the context of romanticiting The Big Six.

CHAPTER FOUR
Romaiiticizing t h m P n t An Exmgmala
What does it mean to romanticize the

pst? The goal of this chapter is to expliate

this social practice. The first comportent of the argument is to establish that
remembering, although pmperly viewed as an i n d ~ d u a lactWy, is more fully
understood when formuiated as a social activity. The second component, predicated
upon the first, links remernbering with a nineteenth century style of thought known as

Romanticisrn. The w r d "styleu in the phrases 'styie of thought' and 'style of
remembering' connotes the social grounds of thinking and rernembering. I shall try and
show there exists a style of remembering that $tiares the same characteristics as the
Romantic movement. The third part suggests that the dimensions of nostalgia are
synonymous with the charactefistics of the Romantic movement and, hence, a romantic

style of thought. This serves to illustrate that thinking in a romantic style has an
emotional as well as a cognitive dimension that specificalty entails a sense of loss. The
fourth component is a feview of five scholariy works which specificalty deal with

romanticizing. What is revealed here is that the romantic style Is not Iimited to a sense
of loss but also to something gained. The fifth and last aspect of the argument

combines the prior four in order to explain what it means to romanticize the p s t .

l a social phenornenon. But
Remembering can be formulated as an i n d ~ d u aor
according to psychologist John A. Meacham in 'Reminiscing as a P r o e s of Social
Constructionn frorn Thm Art and Scienca of Rmminiacing, "...remembenng is
better understood as a social process than as an i n d ~ d u a lprocessn (Haight and

Webster, 1995:37). What foliows is a summary of Meacham's ideas conceming how

rernembering works, as well as how historical perspectives ôeveloped since the late
19th century paralfel the various perspectives aâvanced concerning mernory.
One perspective of history is to describe events exactty as they happened. This
posftMst approach relies upon the collection of historical records, texts, and $9 on. A
second project is to discover the underlying rneaning in history whether this is
presumed to be progres, the unfolding of spirit, or providence in the sequence of

historical events. A third perspective i
s to construct rneaning and attribute it to history.
According to W. H. Walsh's philosophy of history, history is important not for the
presentation of objective, p s t ewnts, but for the opportunities it provides for each
generation "to write its histories afreshn within the amtext of its present activities. A
fourth perspective concerns the negotiation of who gets to tell their story and whose

stories are left out. It is exemplified by the muîticulturalism debate (38-9).
This array of historical perspectives, according to Meacham, is sirnilar to the

ontogenesis of knowfedge predicated upon a movement from absolutist perspectives
on events and their interpretation, through relat~sticperspectives on what can be
known, to an understanding that knowledge is the outcome of a process of inquiry

involving many individuals (39). The study of history considers the past from dfierïng

orientations, as does remembering.
The traditional perspective on remembering, Wich focuses on remembering events
exactly as they happened, is simitar to the first perspective of history described above.
The primary wncem here is the accuracy of memories, i-e., the exieni io whicn a

particular memory corresponds with the event in the p s t . In this perspective, the unit of
perception is the ind~dual,and the authonty (oriack thefeof) of memory, tests with the

person. Or so it would m m . For, in fact, authorw resides in the original event andior

iRe minas of oihr peopie sucn as researcners. Furiiierrnore, inree imporiani issues are

not addressed within this perspective: whose memories are these? what do they mean?
and who has the authonty to determine if the mernones are accurate? (39-40).

Hence, the validity of the memories can be questioned by others. In other words, do
the mernories of the individual correspond to actuai pad events in the person's life?

Because remernbering is presumed to be located in the mind of the ind~dual,it follows
that if the individual's memories are judged inaccurate and, by implication,
remembering processes are found to be faulty, then the person is considered to be

unreliable. Or, the reminiscing of the individual may be seen as redundant andjor
without value. Additionally, others may believe they have better access to these past

events through their own study of history or fmm the standpoint of what they w k h to
believe about the events. The reminiscing of the individual may, however, confirm what

is already known (40).
A second perspective on remembering is concerned with the discovery of the

meaning of memories. Meacham states that "(r)emembering is understood not as a

process by which the individual stores and retrieves an exact copy of the original
information or event, but rather as a process by which the i n d ~ d u auses
i
a few pieces
of fact to reconstruct a wherent and meaningful memory" (41). Like the traditional
perspective, this approach is individudistic insofar as the reconstruction of mernories

takes place within the mind of a single person and, as should be evident, is analogous
to the second perspective of history, namely, the speculative approach (38-41).
In this case, a person may recall certain facts inconectty yet by inferential reasoning

arrive at a good understanding of the gist of the original event. The individual, in
constructing a mernory disanfers whatever rneaning is associateci with the original

events, again appears to be privileged. But, this perspective is reaily more concemed
with the distortions which rnay anse as the i n d ~ d u astrives
l
to construct memories that

make sense within the context of present needs, motives, and circumstances. These
stand in the way of his or her ability to discover the true meaning and iead to an
important issue; if memories are likely to be distorted by present contexts, to what
extent can they be a guide to the true meaning of the original events? As the context
changes a person's memory is Mected in dinerent ways (41).
This perspective also leads others to respond to an ind~dual'sreminiscences by
focusing on the subjective nature of the rnemories and hence on the likelihood that the
individual's needs, motives, and circumstances have brought about distortions in his or
her rnemories. Whatever meaning is constructed by reminiscing remains subordinate

to the supposed true meaning. It is believed that behind the memories there is a set of
facts that may lead ta the discovery of the true meaning of the original events. The

reminiscer may then be accused of failing to distinguish b e m n objective facts and his
or her subjective interpretation of them (41-2).
A third perspective on memory, analogous to the critical approach of history,

has to do with constructing the meaning of mernofies. When there are only a few

remembered details regarding past events it is possible to discover a large number of
meanings which may Iink the past events in a coherent fashion. But, as the number of
factual details remembered increases, the discovered meaning becornes a closer
approximation to the true meaning (42). To consider rernembering as the discovery of
meaning (the second perspective) is to assume that the initialiy known facts detemine
the range of possible meanings that might be discouered. This calls for reconstructing,

diswvering, or uncavering whatever meaning which has b e n predetermined by the

facis. Cie iniro' perspeciive, ihe consiruciion of meaning, assumes meaning, ana noi
the facts, as initialiy given. Once a meaning has been constructed, it has paner to not
only shape but bring into existence specific remembered details that appear to serve as
support for the meaning. This process not onty entails the construction of meaning but
attributing this meaning to past events (42).
These individualistic perspectives of memory lead to the problern of relatMsm.
Specifically, if m a t we remember r@fiectsmeanings w e have constructed in the context

of curent needs, motivations, and circumstances, how can we know which memories
are true and should be accepted and which are false and should be rejected? How can
we, as individuals, distinguish in our own thoughts between valid mernones and mere

fantasies or reflections of m a t others have told us? What are true mernories, fmtasies,
fabrications, and projections in the reported experiences of others? Among our
reminiscences and those of others, how can we distinguish be-n

memones which

should be accepted as valid and worthy, and memones which are delusional and
worthless? (43).

The question of relatMsm is less of a problem when remembering is conceived as a
social process having social functions. For instance, when a person constructs a
narrative which links past events in a meaningful way, others may question whether the
interpretation of those events is valid outside of the context within which the persan has
constructed the narrative. When two or more ind~dualseach wnstruct narratives that

are significant in their own lNes find there is an intersection of their interpretations of
past events, not oniy these individuals, but others, can have greater confidence in the

transwntextual rneaningfulness of the memories of those events. The social
construction of meaningful memories of past events is not a simple matter and

depends on negotiating the meaning of memones with other people of differing ages
and backgrounds (43).

Remembering or reminiscing are social constructions in a number of senses; (1) the
constructed meanings of the memories can be socially validated through dialogue with
others. Greater validrty is more Iikely to be achieved when the wnstnicted meanings
are negotiated with many individuals representing a broad range of ages and
experiences. (2) The construction of mernories is guided by social identifications such
as membership in a famiiy, gender, race, social class, religion, and nationalrty. Al1

individuals are members of groups, ail memory is collective. (3) Social stereotypes and
attitudes, including biases and prejudices, guide the constructive process of
remembering, particulafiy when inferences are required to fiIl in gaps in the nanative of
what can be recalled. (4) Memory does not occur in isolation, but m i l e an indMduat
interacts with others. ûther people guide the reminiscer's remembering process
through their questions, prompts, and reactions. Aiso, the rerniniscer may arouse
similar feelings in others, and incite them to cooperative action (43-4).
As far as memory is concemed, constructive processes and social processes are

complimentary. The social nature of remembering requires that the process of
remembering be constructive instead of merety a matter of storing and retrieving
accurate copies of past events. If remembering was not a constructive process we
would be in continual conflict with each other over whose memories were the faithful
copies of past events (44-5).

The perspective that views remembering or reminiscing as a social construction

parallels, in many respects, how histonans do history. 60th have a shared concem with
the past, b t h focus less on facts than on patterns, interpretations, and meanings, and

u
nare inieresied in aeienining

hicn kcis and inierpreiaiions are, in wme sense,

true, 80th also recognize the use of the p s t as a tool ta understand the present, not an
understanding of the past per se, as the goal (45).
Reminiscing reflects, arnong other things: relations of inequalrty and power.
Reminiscing as a ptocess of social construction occurs when two or more individuals
each attnbute a similar meaning to past events. Others may then view the validrty of

mernories as k i n g established across wntexts. But what if the meanings attnbuted to
the past events are not similan If the i n d ~ d u a l sare in positions of relative equality,

they can negotiate the difference. Insofa as the goals under conditions of equality are
to maintain and strengthen friendship and the possibilities for cooperative action. To
maximize the validity of what is socialiy constructed it is essential that the shafing of
reminiscences and the negotiation of rneaning take place under conditions of equality.
By contrast, reminiscing becornes problematic when it occurs under conditions of

relative inequality in power (45-6).
Traditionally, what has counted as history and m a t historicaf events have k e n
considered worth remembering has been to a large extent a matter of who first

establishes a rneaningful sequence of historical events and who has the power to insist
that others, including those on the margins, have to find their own histones and
identities

which

are congruent

Wh

this

meaningful sequence.

Currently,

multiculturalism involves recognizing the diverse rneanings of history represented in our
society and weaving them together into a societal history which accords equal respect
to each meaning (46-7).
To the extent that reminiscing is a process of social construction, it is not

rnerely

influenced by but indeed grounded in the full range of social relations that exist in our

society. These social relations are characterized by inequality and differences in power

as well as differences in age, gender, social class, ethnicity, and religion. Both the
processes and proâucts of reminiscing will reflect these relations (47).
In summary, rnemory is best perceived as a social rather than an individual process,

as a constructive proces rather than the mere storage and retneval of tnie copies of
past events, and as a matter of the coherence and meaningfulness of mernories within
present social and motivational contexts rather than as a question of conespondena of
memories to past events (45).
Because memones can be fomulated as social, a particular way of remembering can
be considered a style. Remembering may be taken as a certain style which shares the

characteristics of the intellectual movement known as Romanticism. Moreorer, since
memories are constructive processes, the past can be re-created long after it has
originaliy occumd. Furthemore, as the coherence and meaningfulness of memones

emanates within a particular present social and motivâtional context, the reasons for
socially constructing a particuiar past can be ascertained.
There is a style of remembering, narnely, romanticizing, which shares the same
characteristics of the mode of thought which was the cataiyst for the intellectual

movement known as Romanticism. Understanding this modaltty will facilitate an
understanding of what it means to romanticue the past. In his consideration of
Romanticism as a style of thought (and intellectual rnovement) prevalent in Europe
during the nineteenth century, Michael Levin (1974:404) identifies six characteristics of
Romanticism. First, a rejection of the Enlightenment, especially its daims wncerning
the supremacy of reason, and the notion that the social order wuld be achieved
acwrding to human desires. Second, strong resetvations about the adequacy of

science anci an appreciaiion of ine sirengih of ine inaiionai anci emoiionai aspecis of

human behavior, e-g., sentirnentalrty, intuition, faith, and religion. Third, a preferenœ for
the past, especially the medieval times and earlier. In this connection, the Romantics
stimulated a renewed interest in myths, sagas, iegends, and folk songs. Fourth, an

organic rather than mechanical conception of the state and a conservative Mas whicn
assumed that any institution which had survived the test of time must be worth
preserving. Fifth, an appreciation of simple "unspoin" rural folk and a love of nature.
Sixth, a premupation with unique individuals and talents such as the hero and the

genius.
Romantic thinkers saw emotion rather than reason as the most important
component of human existence and looked backward rather than to the future.
"Romantics saw humanrty as having ernotional ties to the p s t , and those ties provided
a sense of community and gave stability to human institutions." (Winks et al.,

l988W4).Their emphasis on the individual enriched the doctrines of Iiberalism, and
nationaikm was strengthened by their belief in histofical evolution. Moreover, by

focusing on cultural rather than political history, they attempted to bring about a more
comprehensive understanding of human motivation, rather than a more nanow political
or econornic one (514).
The Romantic style of thinking was best revealed through literature, which provided

the romantics with their fullest forrn of expression. The French novels and drama of the
mid-eighteenth century and the Sturm und Drang movement in Germany during the

1770'sand 1780's were part of the Romantic movement. The writings of Goethe and
J.C.F. von Schiller represent the latter. In England, great poets such as Lord Byron,

Percy Bysshe Shelley, John Keats, William Wordsworth, and Samuel Taylor Coleridge

were proponents of the reaction against classicism and rationalisrn (515-6). Also,
around the turn of the century the German philosopher G. W. F. Hegel becarne an
influential proponent of romantic thought (520).
The romantic turn of mind and sensibility was also expressed in music. Romantic

musicians saught out poputat ballads and tales of national pasts and sougM relief from
the more ngid constraints of classical rules. Austna was home to Franz Schubert and
Ludwig van Beethoven. Frederic Chopin resided in Poland and Hector Berlioz in
Fance But, these romantic musicians did not revoit against the great eighteenth

century composeis as the aforementioned p e t s revoited against their predecessors.
Rather, their music evohted out of the older classical schooi (517).
According to Colin Campbell, "[tlhequestion of what romantictsm is and how it may

be defined has long been a subject of fierce debate among historians of ideas and

IÎterary critics and has even prompted the daim that no such entrty existsn (1983:284).
But, there exists "in Western Europe .... a widespread, distinct and fairly simuttaneous

pattern of thought, attitudes, and beiiefs associated wtth the connotation 'Romanticisrn'
[which] is ovewheIrningn (Remak In Campbell,l983:284). This pattern can be
conceived of as a movernent in the arts, a general world view, or as a style of thought.
The style of remembeflng referred to as nostalgia has a strong resernblance ?O

romantic thinking. According to Bryan S. Turner, there are four major dimensions to the
nostalgie paradigm. First, a sense of historical decline, loss, and a departure frorn some

previous golden age of 'homefulness'. Second, a sense of the absence or loss of
personal wholeness and moral certainty. Third, a sense of the loss of i n d ~ d u afmedom
l

and autonomy with the disappearanœ of genuine social reiationships. Finaliy, the idea
of a loss of simplicrty, personal authonty, and emotional spontanerty (1987:150-151).

Hccorciing io F. Ûavis, nostaigia is 'a rememorance or m o i i d o n of Vie pasi, a
past that is irnbued with special qualitiesn (in Snyder, 7991:229) and imbued with

positive feelings such as pleasure, joy, satisfaction, and goodness. These feelings may

also be imbued with sadness (Snyder, 1991:228).The latter rnay be either mixed with
the positive feelings, or may obtain because the pieasures are perceived as in a past
which can not be relived or reexperienced in the pfesent Fumer in Snyder, 1991 1229).
Snydeis formulation of both private and collective nostalgia exemplifies and reaflïrms

that remembering is both individual and social. Private nostaigia invoives the Iived
emotion of ind~dualsand collective nostalgia is concerned with the collective
mernories of a society (1991).

By drawing a parallei between remembering in a romantic fashion and nostalgia, two
important aspects of remembering in a romantic style are illuminated. First, considering

the past romantically involves an emotional as well as a cognitive component. Second,
a sense of Ioss is pervasive. Some recent studies on romantic or nostalgie thinking
underscore the theme of loss as well as that of gain and ment our attention.

In "Norrna Jeane and Jimmy Dean: Nostalgie Signifiers of the Postmodern Eran,
Andrea Fontana and Stanford Lyman consider how an individual's past and

interpretations of it can be used to constwct a social identity or self. The actual pssts
and fictional interpretations of Marilyn Monroe and James Dean exemplify how the self
remains an open-ended, ambiguous, and ever changing social construction. lnherent

in this process, is the use of nostalgia, wherein history, myth, and media are combined

with the everyday life of the individual. According to Fontana and Lyman, the former,
(the signifiers), are cornbined with the latter, (the signified), to form a pastiche self

(1995:169).
This self, always k i n g negotiated and changed, b never camplete. As a

result, it has becorne difhcutt to dmrentiate between their 'screen' life and 'mi'life and
between fictional, legendary accounts, and historicaliy accurate accounts of their lites.

Monroe and Dean "repreaent the ambiguous self of the media world of postrnodernny"
(160).

But, in the social construction of postmodem seives and the creation of legends, as
in al1 instances of appropnating the p s t for a cumnt need, things were lost or left

behind. According to Fontana and Lyman, the facts that Nonna Jeane ums a victim of a
sexist Society, and that Dean was an id01 for rebellious youth, wre ignored when they

became part of mainstream, consumenst Arnerica. Aspects of their character, such as
Monroe's innocence and Dean's introvertedness, were also lost.
Gained is the postmodem self, a social construction that is never completety
actualized, in a constant state of flux, and fueled largeiy by the mass media and

consumerism. 1s Marilyn Monroe a dumb blonde, a skilied actress, a woman of lwse
morals: a victim of society, a sex syrnbol, or an icon of consumerism? 1s James Dean a
talented yet arrogant young actor, a syrnbof of rebellious youth, an unsurpassed young
perfomer, an amoral character, a fad or an icon? (169)
The social construction of the postmodern setï entails the construction of identrty at

the level of the ind~dual.But identities for collectives can also be forged. For example,
M. Michael Lustigman and Marsha R. Lustigman, in "Managing National Interests: The

Bibliographic (Mis)placement of the Final Solution in Poland and the United Statesn,
consider how histofical wents can be shaped into a collective memory. They examine
how the bibliographic subject classification of national libraries organite, and

consequently authorire, the bibliographic collection, classification, and dissemination of
Holocaust materials. Their interest is to discern h m these libraries assist in shaping

ana defining ihe coiieciive sense ana reievanœ ine iioiocausi MS for h consi~uency.
The implication is that national libraries both presefve and curtail collective memory.
Ernest Renan (in Lustigrnan and Lustigman) advocates that the idea of a nation is,

smong other things, a collective memory. What the national libraries stote and how this
knowiedge is classified detemines, in part, a nation's p s t . Thus, libraries are agencies

of collective mernories. How knowIedge is classified in them determines not oniy what is
rernemkred, but also what is forgotten. "Rememberingis contingent on forgetting and
both, Renan insists, are essential to the making of nation" (Lustigman and
Lustigrnan:2). In other words, when the past b appmpffated for the particular agenda of
socially constnicting a sense of nation, sornething is gained and sornething is lost.
Accarding to the Lustigmans, one important cansequence of bibliographic
classification is that it establishes Jewish Martyrology as contingent on Polish
Martyrology. In the absence of the latter, the former is impossible. In this way a
derivative status is gained for the Jewish (9). In addition, the bibliographic classification
of national iibraries defines the fate of the Warsaw ghetto residents as a 'crime' related
to WW II. Yet, the classification stipulates the destruction of the ghetto, and the

slaughter of its inhabitants, as consistent with the other attacks by the fhird Reich
against cMIian populations. Because what happened to the Jdsh

residents of

Warsaw is deemed to have happened to other Polish citizens, this classification depicts

that nothing out of the ordinary happened to these residents qua Jews. Although the
destruction of the Warsaw ghetto and its population is acknowledged, this
acknoi~ledgernentis limited to the recognition of these people as citizens of Poland.
Lost are the interests of the Nazi regime conceming the Jewkh Question, and the

-

subsequent war against the Jews (9 10).

Along the same lines, in The Dream of Spaceflight: Nostalgia for a Bygone FutureE
(1995), Wyn Wachhorst argues that the romance and dream of sparAight did not
disappear but were transformed after spaceflight became a reality. Rocket launches,
the Sputnik program, and the Apollo missions realized both spaceflight and the idea of

a human walking on another heavenly body. This transformation was reflected where
the romance and dream of spaceflight wms expressed, in the genre of science fiction.
Moreover, as with al1 instances of romanticuing, something was gained and wmething
was lost.
Prior to the realities of spacdiight, the romance of spaceRight posited a reality of its
own. Spacetlight was romanticized long M o r e it

occuned- During the 1920's and

193O1s,this dream was expressed in pulp magazines such as Wondot 8torle8,
Amazlng Storlrs, and Aatoundin~Storlem (Pringle, 1996:9). During the late

1940's and the early 195OYs,science fiction became a popular form of mass cuiture.
The dream and romance of spaceflight and the promise of its reality seerned almost in

balance.

"[SJpaceflight was

neither

inelevant

fantasy

nor

mundane

factn

(WachhorstJ 995:8).He goes on to argue that the reality of spaceflight began to
reshape the nature of the dream. lnsofar as the dream and romance of spacefiight were
expressed in science fiction, this transformation was reflected by the changing
populanty of different styles of science fiction Iike spaœ operas, planetary romances,

disaster stories, prehistoricals, and alternative histories (Pringle, 1996: 9-1O).
Prior to the advent of spacefiight, a popular form of science fiction was the planetary
romance, Le., adventures set on other planets, often M u r i n g sword fights and alien
creatures. ARer the advent of spaceflight and men waliüng on the moon, hovuever, the
space opera replaced the planetary romance as the mast popular sub-genre of science

ficiion. Space operas, sucn as Star Wars anci gtir Trek, are taies of inicrsieiiar
heroics involving mighty spacecraft and fearsorne Hieapons (9).
In the latter decades of the 20th century, the goal of space exploration has changed.

Planetary probes sent out to the far reaches of the solar system, and the Hubble
Telesmpe peering into the vast expanse of the universe with the goal of finding

extraterrestrial life, have replaced the goal of placing men on the rnoon. A wrollary of

this change in the impetus for spaceftight has been a transformation of the nature of the
dream expressed in science fiction. Movies such as 2001: A Space Odyssey,
Starman, and E.T. and more recentty television series such as The X Files, which use

the theme of cosmic communion, humans communicating with alien life brms, have

becorne the dominant works of science fiction. As a result of the changing nature of the
dream and romance of spaceflight, a subgenre of science fiction lost populanty h i l e

another gained.
The ways in which native peopies are viewed airo exemplifies the gains and losses

inherent in romanticking the past; a stereotypical view of the tribe has been gained
m i l e an accurate understanding has been b t . For example, in "Romanticizing the
Tribe: Stereotypes in Literary Portraits of Tribal Cultures" Sura P. Rath argues that
Bntish and American fiction have serveci as media in which romantic stereotypes of
tribal people have b e n created and perpetuated. As a consequence, these peoples
have k e n cunsisîentiy patronued, misunderstood, and, for the most part, demeaned.

Although attempts have k e n made to dispel such images by movies, museums, and
academic studies, they have only been partiaily successful. An accurate understanding

of the tribe has k e n lost. Some of the papular w r k s of Bntish and American fiction
have kept the stereotypes alive. Rath cites James Fenimore Cooper's The Last of the

Mohicans and Joseph Conrad's h a r t uf hricness, as prominent works of Iiterature

wtiich exemplify this practice.
In "Phifosophy, Politics and Extrakgal Action: Native f ndian Leaders in Canada",

Menno Boldt considers the influence of the philosaphical traditions of the
Enlightenment and Romanticism on the attitudes of Native lndian leaders toward
extrakgal action. These philosophies have, according to msearch conducted by
Wendell Bell and Charles C. Moskas, been instrumental in increasing 'social Scale'.
The concept of 'social scale', which first appeared in the writings of Godfrey and Monica

Wilson in 1945, refers to the number of people in relation to each other, and to the
intensity of these relationships. It may increase along hm difiering but interdependent
dimensions: the contemporary and the historical. When interaction between lMng

people gr-,

cantemporary -le

is increased. When relationships with ancestry or

tradition are emphasized, historical sale is increased. Moskos (in Boldt) suggests that
contemporary scale was the issue of the Enlightenment, and historical scale has roots
in Rornanticism (206).

Bell and Moskos, in their studies of modern nationalibm in the Caribbean, found that
enlightened and romanticist leaders pursued p~liticalindependence to increase the
social scale of their people- Expanding opptunrty for political participation, reducing
ascriptive barriers to interaction, and ensuring q u a i opportunity for advancernent would

increase contemporary scale (206). "Historical scale was to be increased through closer
interaction with the ancestral background of the indigenous group. This was to be
achieved by rewriting the history of the indigenous peoples to provide unique symbols
of identity and a pmud sense of historical national mmmunrtf (206). A rewritten past is

a socialty constnrcted p s t .

.
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romanticist values generatiy perœived the ecanomic, political, and social system to be
unjust. The Iaw and the exMing political establishment were equated with the status
quo, and henœ viewed as barriers to the aspirations of their people. lmplicit in their

findings is that these leaders would consider extrakgal tactics to achieve W o m for
their people from oppression (206). Boldt found this to be true with regard ta Indian
leaders in Canada (207).
What is important from Bddt's work is the concept of histoflcal sale. As historical

scale is rooted in the Romantic tradition, increasing it imrohres both romantic thinking

and socialty wnstructing a particuiar pst. Increasing historical =le,

along with a

corresponding increase in wntemporary scale, leads to greater sdidanty. What is
gained is an increase in 'social scale', and lost or cantrolled for are the devastating
effects of cofonialisrnsuch as marginalization, dispossession, and oppression.

To recapitulate, when people rornanticize the past they are engaging in a cornplex
styie of thinking characterked by cognitive, emoiionai, ana sociai dimensions. i n d r

as remembering is viewed as an individual or private actrwty, romanticizing has a

cognitive aspect. To the extent that the cognitive mmponent is jmbued with feelings
such as happiness, satisfaction, and sadness thete is an emotional dimension. These

emotions, in turn, are corollaries of the sense of both gain and loss which are essentials
of romantic thinking. Finaliy, because remembenng or memory is more completely

understood as a process of intersubjectivity, there is a social dimension to
romanticizing.

Prior to rnoving on to a functional anabis of romanticizing The Big Six Era, a brief

consideration of severai tenets of functional analysis is in order. Acçarding ta Robert K.
Merton, "[tlhe theoretic framework of functional anatysis must

expressiy require that

there be a spificatian of the units for which a given social or cultural item is

functional" (1968:84). in what follaws, the unit subserved by the function is the
individual for the two private functions and hockey cutture for the sewn social functions.
Of

course,individuals are romanticizing for each of the seuen social functions, but the

unit subserved is hockey cutture, which consists of playem, former players, fans, the
media, and those with a modest interest in hockey.
Additionalîy, whether the function is manifest (has objective consequences for a
intended specified unit which contribute ta its adaptation or adjustment) or latent (has

unrecognized and unintended consequence of a similar order) (177) is nat pertinent in
the consideration of each function for

two reasons. First, for some individuals,

romanticizing hockey has intended cunsequenœs for either thernsefves, hockey

culture, or both; for others, the consequences are not intended. Second, once latent
functions are uncovered and analyzed they becorne manifest.

Romrnticklng the Big 81%
What are the functions of romanticking the p s t ? The following is an explication of
two i n d ~ d u a land seven s i a l functions. At the personal level it allows far the

recoilection of notewarthy or rnemorable experiences from one's past and represents
salient segments of an indMdualls biography. At the social fevel it diminishes wrne of
the negative efFects of rapid social change, identifies generations, promotes positive

values, provides social integration, expresses dominant cuttural symbols, provides

commercial opportunities, and naturalizes what is arbitrafy. I shal! discuss each of
these functions: with regard to romanticuing the Big Six Era, focusing on what is
gained and what is lost.
At the personal level, mmanticüing entails the recollection of noteworthy or

mernorable experiences from one's past. These expenences may be associatecl with
emotions such as happiness, satisfaction, wonder, or amazement. Noteworthy past

experiences such as high school graduation, one's wedding day, or watchtng a great

athlete are commonîy rornanticized by individuais and irnbued with positive qualities
relative to the present. What is gained are positive emotional states; what is temporanly
lost or partially displaced are any cuvent negative feelings. For instance, feelings oRen
associated W h high school graduation are those of accomplishment, happiness, hope,
and optimism. These may tempotariiy displace currentty experienced negative emotions
such as boredom, unhappiness, or anxiety.

This function is exemplified by Miit Schmidt, one of the members of Boston's famous
Kraut Line, when he romanticizes about Bobby On.

When I consider the fa& that I pfayed against some
great players and saw wrne great players ... I must

honestiy say that deep d m in my k a r t theretsoniy
one guy I got to put ahead of mrybody and that is
Robert Orr was the greatest player that I have ever
seen play and I have &en said this story and uh maybe
its old hat but l'rn going to say it again anand that
is that ifsomebody better cornes along that's greater than
number four i hope the gaod Lord sees fit to keep me on
this earth because he will be something efse.' (Murray,1996:
Legends of Hockey Video #4).
This romanticization of Bobby Or, wtiose first NHL season was the last of the Big Six
Era, exemplifies how rnemorable an experience it was for Schmidt to have watched one
of the game's greatest players and the positive emotions associated with th6

experience. The phrase "deep down in my heart" indimes the positive emotional

arousal experienced by Schmidt. The phrase "1 hope the gwd Lord sees fit to keep me

on this ear?hnalludes ?O how mernorable it was ta watch On by indicating how thrilling
an experience it would be for Schmidt to watch another player of On's calibre.

In Jean Beliveau: My C h in Hockey, Beliveau considers at length h m
remarkable Bobby O n was. Beliveau claims that On,who won the Calder Trophy as
rookie of the year in t966-67, was a unique player who singlehandedîy changed the
style of hockey played in the NHL. Remarkably, he accomplished this in l e s than ten

seasons. A large part of the radical change was that he made k i n g a defenseman

much more offensive. In addition, according to Beliveau, Orr elevated the speed of play

to new levels, and thereby aitered the pace of each game. Orr was so rernarkable that
he was awarded the Noms Trophy for ôest defencernan eight consecutive times

Watching a superstar player such as Bobby Orr, who has become a legend, would
have k e n a thriHing and mernorable experience. When Mitt Schmidt romanticizes
about O n several years after watching him play, he i6 revealing how rnemorable it was

to watch such a great piayer and how these mernories are iackn with po~itiveemotion.
He is also imptying that the typical NHL player, relative to Orr, is not that exciting to

watch. The somewhat excling expience of Mching the typiarl NHL players of today
can be ternporahly displaced by romanticizing about Babby On.
Another personal function is to represent and highlight segments of an indMdualls
biography. For example, in the Celebrating the Century series at the University of
Manitoba, Paul Hendemn, one of the speakers, provided a personal account of his
experiences with Team Canada and the historic goal he scofeâ against the Soviets in

the 1972 Summit Series. He alw shared wme of his experiences as a player in the Big
Six Era. He mentioned his first NHL game in which he got into a fight afker playing only
eight seconds. He also claimed that dunng that era ereryane knew al1 the players and
that "hockey was hockey"; players played for the game and not the money. They were
simply glad to be there. According to Henderson, NHL players did it (played in the
NHL), and then they did their Me (Henderson,l999). While reflecting on his

experiences in the Big Six Era he was representing a segment of his biography that
occurred at a time which was very dinerent from the present. But, his claims about his

past in this era are his reflections, and are not empirical accounts.

lndeed, hockey in the Big Six Era was different from that of the Modern Era. The
absence of lucrative contracts Hendemn alludes to is not the oniy difierence.
According to Jean Beliveau, both the players and the league changed a great deal
between 1964 (near the end of the Big Six Era) and 1994. For instance, in 1964, teams
played 70 games and 2 playoff series, had a rnaxjmurn of 20 players and 1 coach,

traveled by train, and were averwhelmingty Canadian. In 1994, the 26 teams played 84
games and 4 playoff series, traveled by airplane, had a minimum of 24 players selected

from a muttinational talent pod, and had 3 coaches. Also, on average, players in 1964

were 5'10" and 180 Ibs, white those in 1994 ware 6'1" and 205 Ibs (1995: 1534). For
the first four seasons of the Big Six Era, each team played on& 50 games. For the next
three seasons they played 60. From 1949-50 to the end of the Big Six Era they played
70 (NHL Omcial Guide and Record Book, 1997: 134-136). Throughout most of this era

each tearn played the other 5 teams 14 tirnes during the regular season.
The lengthy train rides a n gone, as are the alt-Canedian -ional

hockey

league, 14 intense games with the same team over the regular season, one coach

teams, and a smaller cohort of players on the same team for lengthy periods of time.
Henderson played when the NHL difT'ered radicaliy from today's league. Nevertheless,
his accounts, as I shall try and show, are interpretive rather than empirical. He is

representing a segment of his biography (playing during the Big Six Era) by
romanticizing about it.
When Henderson makes daims such as "playerr; played for the game and not the
money" and "hockey was hockey" he is cleariy romanticizing the p s t . After all, many
players during the Big Six Era were unhappy over their pay and how they were treated
by the team owners. They even attempted to fomi a players association to represent

their interests as a group. Like today's players, they wore concemed W h money and
other off-ice matten. Moreover, many of today's players, even though they are
concerned with mntracts and salaries, lwe the game of hockey and enjoy playing. To
imply that NHL players today play oniy for the money is an unwarranted generalization.
Additionally, contrary to Henderson, hockey ie still hockey. The hockey currently played
in the NHL is characterized by speed, finesse, skill, passion, and detemination as well

as niggea'ness ana brutaiity. For many ans and piayen the game i siiii as intereoiing
and exciting as the Big Six Era.

Having considered several i n d ~ d u afunctions,
l
kt us naw examine seven social
functions of this practice. Diminishing some of the negative Mects of rapid social
change has two maniféstations. The past k i n g romanticized may have k e n

characterired by rapid social change while the present in which the romanticiring

persons are situated rnay be charactented by stabilrty; or the present may be
characterized by rapid sacial change and the romanticized past may be considaed

more stable. The mmantickôtion of the first and second World Wars and the gteat
depression of the 1930's exemplifies the former, and that of the Big Six Era the latter.
Poiiticaf, economic, geographic, and social instability have characterireci the great

world conflicts of the 20th œntury. The negative efkcts of suffenng, upheaval, and
chaos, which are corollaries of war, have b e n diminished by romanticizations of war in
movies, television, literature, magazine articles, personai accounts, photographs, and

museum displays. Sirnilarfy, harsh social and economic changes of periods such as the
great depression are also soitened by romanticization. For instance, it is not unusual to

hear people who fived through the depression make such claims as "back then times
were so tough we had to walk a mile to save a penny'. These claims, uttered in a time
of stability, often imply that walking a mile to save a penny was and is a good thing to

do. Parents and grandparents, who expenenced the depression, oRen use this and
similar sayings to teach children that harshness can buiid character and make you
appreciate the good times. Walking a mile to Save a penny would have k e n a harsh
and unpleasant action. But, when it

is romanticized,

it becornes a virtue. In this

instance, romanticuing a negative, which occurred in a period of social and emnornic

instabilrty, dirninishes the negative enects of the sacial change by making the action
have something positive to Mer.

it is cornmonplace to say the present is marked by rapid change when discussing
today's NHL. Since the end of the Big Six Era, the league, through expansion and
merger, has grown from six franchises to tiiiienty-eight. This growth, cornbinecl with
franchise relocations, frequent trades, and players being placed in and out of the lineup

has made keeping up with the happenings in the NHL challenging and time consuming
even fur knowledgeable hockey fans. Rornanticiting the Big Six Era facilitates an

acceptance of this change by temporariîy diminishing its impact. In the Big Six Era, no
franchises were added, relacated, or disbanded nor did any change their name. This
cornparison effectivety provides the wntinualiy changing Modem Era with a legacy,
tradition, and history characterized by stability. Temporarity displaced is some of the

confusion and uncertainty which men resuits from rapid change and gained is a sense

of continurty and stability.
An increase jn the number of franchises has

no? been the on!y change wbich har

brought about instabilrty. Being an NHL player in the Big Six Era was substantially
different to the world of today's NHL player. As a result of many factors, their daily
existence in the past was more stable. First, during the Big Six Era players were traded
less frequently. It was wmmon for players to spend most, if not all, of their NHL playing

careers with one franchise. Not only did this bring about stabilrty on each of the tearns,
it was also one of the major reasons for the existence of the Punch Line, the Production

Line, and the Pony Line. The same players were on the same team long enough for
these potent offensive units to form. The Modem Era, characterized by frequent trades,

has no comparable sensational Iines.

Second, because most piayers piayed for one francnise, mendships endureci b r
years. Roy MacSkimming, a hockey fan who wrute an unauthorized biography of Gordie
Howe, romanticizes about these fnendships. He describes the friendship betwen

Gordie HM

and Ted Lindsay while they played in Detroit. Even though there were

stark contrasts between their personalities 'Howe at eighteen and Lindsay at twenty-

one were inexorabty drawn to each othef (1994;65). Their friendship was facilitated by
the fact that "[iln those da*,

and for years aflerwards, al1 the Red Wing bachelors

roorned together at vanous houses maintained by arrangement with the team" (65).

The most renowned home was Minnie (Ma) Shaw's, a mere block and a half from
the Olympia where the Wings played their home games. Lindsay, Howe,and the other
Wings lived here. Many of the players lMng together was a third reasan for the stabilty
in the lives of Big Six Era players. MacSkimming describes the rok Ma Shaw and her

home played in the Detroit organization;
"Ma Shaw was a formidable, grey-haired widow who liked playing the piano, dealing cards and watching her 'boys" in action
at the Olympia. She cornbined the roles of den mother to the
unmaniecl players and watchdog for Jack Adams, to whom she
reported on her charges' conduct. Between the Iate 1930's and
t 959, an estimated 175 players passed through the Wstorey
brick house she had inherited from her parents, where at any
given time four Red Wing bachelors w r e billeted in the four
bedrooms upstairs" (65).

According to MacSkimming, this type of IMng amngement was ideal for the players
and the Detroit Red Wing organization.

This lMng amngement suited the players incorne level (no penthouse apartments back then), but it also provided them with mmradeship in a strange city, kept their morale up and cemented tearn
solidarity. The players not onfy played as a team but Iwed, partied
and hung out as a team. It helped them concentrate on hockey,
keeping it their central focus" (66).

In light of such lMng arrangements, it is no surprise that players such as Gardie Mwe
and Ted Lindsay developed long lasting friendships, teams

wre characterized with

solidanty, and their day to day lNes were more stable than players in the Modem Era.
Engaging in actiiies together of the iœ also made the daily Iives of players stable
and heiped maintain team solidanty. For instance, m r y Monday was paRy rdght for the
Wings: "[aln Italian restaurant closecl to the public on Mondays w

s regularty reserved

for the Red WingsJprivate soirees" (93). According to one player, they used to go there
with their wives and girifriends and "let -1

a littlen(93).

Moreover, according to former Red Wings Marty Pavelich and Murray Costello (in
MacSkimming), many of the players vent to church together. "The Red Wings included
a large nucleus of Catholics in those days, led by Adams himsetf- They didn't atways

attend church together, but Marty Pavelich says the frequency of team worship

increased around playoff timen (93). This occurred for many years. According to
Costello, who played for the Wings in 1955, it was a kind of tradition which kept the
players close (94).

In considering the drawbacks of this "family" atmosphere, MacSkimming
romanticizes like Dryden and Taylor do when they write about hockey. Jack Adams,
who coached and managed the Wings dunng the Big Six Era, had spies who reported

to him about players' sexuai behavior. Adams was a strong exponent of "the oid
athletic/military schwl of thought that $ex saps strength, drains energy, weakens legs
and lowers aggression" (11O). Acvording to MacSkimming, Adams wuld

"actually keep players under surveillance, sefving them with
a warning if he considered them to be uuerindulging in sex to
the detriment of their game. Among the authorities Adams
wnsutted on this pressing matter wiere his scouts, trainers,
other players and Ma Shaw, who was sornetimes in a position
n
w (110).
to k

Adams's interest in the -al

behavior of his piayers aiso extended to inose who were

married. While on the road "wives w r e not oniy prohibited fmm visiting their husband's
hotel roorns

- that woutd have pmsented an ifresistabie temptation ta a lofwsome left

wing or randy defenseman - but also forbidden to telephone them directly " (111).
Despite such intrusive patemalism, such practices provided stability for the players,

the tearns, and henœ the entire league.

The following account illustrates the stability

the Red Wing players enjayed while afluding that other teams were similar.

"The Red Wings' tearn culture was ... g&emed by a farniiy
spirit, with a farnily%ioyatty and cbseness and wntinuity, and
a famiiy's sense of pride in playing for Detroit. Like any NHL team
of the Original Six era, th6 ums a collection of young Canadians
who livled for hockey, who came mostly from working class backgrounds and small towns scatteteci acr- Canada and had to
create their own sense of community within an alien, industrial
metropolis. But the Wings were even closer than m m . LMng
together at home as well as on the road, they bonded by doing
practically everything together, from playing cards and drinking
beer to dating women and worshipping God. In time, they would
become each othets best man at weddings, each othets partner
in business ventures. They were a clan, with clannish ways (91).
The Toronto Maple Leafs, rivals of the Wings, enjayed a similar doseness.

Billy Harris, a former Leaf, in the Gloy Verra: Mernorie8 of rn Decade, 19551965, reminisces about their churchgoing while on the road. The Catholics went to

Mass together as did the Protestants. According to Harris,

'Mar 1 O years Tim (Horton) and I spent our Sunday momings
away from home during the hockey season stting in a Presbyterian church, either in Chicago, Detroit, Boston or New York.
Larry Hillman would join us when he w s with the team, and
during rny last year W h the Leafs Ronnie Ellis become a regular
with fim and me" (91).
The Leafs, like the Wings, also enjoyed Monday evening parties.

'During my first season in the N.H.L., the Leafs wuld socialize together at least once a month on a Monday evening. There
were advantages. Most restaurants and night clubs w r e not wry
busy on Mondays. The Orchard Park Tavem, just north of the old

Woodbine Race Track, tnms one of the more popular spots for our
team parties. The mamed players tended to reiy on bachelors such
as Eric Nesterenko, Ruây Migay, Dick Dm and me, to bring pretty
young women to the paQï (76-77).

According to these rnemories, partying and going to church together created solidanty

and stability among the players during the bng hockey seasan. They also exemptify
how former Big Six Era players romanticize their pad expriemes in the NHL and how

authors romanticize hockey's heritage.
A fifth factor which created solidarity, and hence stability, on Big Six Era teams w r e

lengthy train rides. They provided occasion for many team parties.

T h e 18-hour train ride home from Chicago was ahivays a miniparty, especialîy if we were winning. When the cabs dropped us
off at the station, the players w u l d purchase a sandwich and a
Budweiser six-pack Tim Horten would purchase two or three
bottles of Mogen David wine as a giR for his wife Lori" (93).
Harris goes on to daim that many of these bottles never reached Horten's wife because
tt-tey were consumed on the train ride home (94). According to Harris, the Leafs
"usually had a good time on ... train trips home from Chicago,
but apparently the Montreal Canadiens had an even better
time; their trip was five hours longer" (94).

Throughout the 1940'sand l95O's, travel from city to city was by train. In the middle to
late 1960'~~
travel by plane, usualty for the longer journeys such as New York to

Chicago, started to displace these lengthy train rides.

These romantic accounts tend to ignore negative aspects of the player's daify lives
which were undoubtedly present. ARer all, there were players unhappy because of a

lack of ice time, players who were jealous of others over salaries, media attention, and

talent, and players who did not fit in and were sent to the minor leagues or traded. In
fact, even when the Wings were winning, Adams still traded many of his players. He

never wanted his players to stagnate or becorne cornplacent. Additionally, there were

fiequent confiids between piayers, coaches, ana management. Frienosnips were
formeci and there was a sense of faternity, but these relations did not typify the whde

team. According to Gruneau and Whitson, '[i]n the finai anaiysis the myth of
communrty and social interdependence expresseû in the discourse of the team-as-

communty is ideological" (1993:152).
fhe solidarity and stability enjoyed by each team led to intense ampetition and
rivalry. As players spent much of their career with one team, each team tended to have
a cure nucleus of playen from p a r to year. This, along with the fact that teams played

each other over a dozen times a year (not including playofk) led to intense cornpetition

and rivalry. AS Marty Pavelich obsemd; "you played every team fourteen times a year,
so everybody had a book on you. The players you'd go against knew al1 your m m ;

they practically knew when you went to the bathroomn (95). Consequently, bitter
rivalries such as Toronto-Montreal and Detroit-Torontoensud.
One of the key reasons that the stabiltty of the Big Six Era is absent in the Modem

Era is that players are now frequently traded. It is common for a player to play for four or
five teams. Brent Ashton played for nine difkrent teams (NHL Omcial Guide and

Record BookJ997: 407). Steve Yzerrnan, who has played 17 seasons in Detroit, and
Ray Bourque's almost 21 seasons in Boston are exceptions. Another resutt of frequent

trade is the absence of prolific lir;os. The same players do not play on the same tearn
long enough for them to fom. Teams have becorne a mere aggregate of players
wearing the same unifonn; they seldom develop a unique identÏty. Additionally,

members of the team do not Iive together, engage in social actMties together, or spend

their time on airplanes bonding. Consequentty, enduring friendships are kss Iikely to
form. Al! told, players in the Modem Era spend very little time off the ice together.

A corollary to the increase in the number of tearns is a reduction in the frequency

one team plays another. For instance, the Leafs and Canadiens play each other during
the regular season two or three tirnes, not fourteen. As a result, tearns are less familiar
with each other and animosrty and bittemess between tearns are less likely to take mot

and fester throughout an entire season. This, cornbined with a lack of team identity

owing to frequent player movernent has elkctively reduced bitter rivalries. Rivalries that

do exist, e.g., be-n

the Florida Panthers and Tampa Bay Lightning, the New York

Rangers and New York Islanders, and the Calgary Ftames and Edmonton Oilers tend
to be l e s intense than those in the Big Six Era and Iikefy will not becorne an important

part of the NHL's legacy.
Rapid change has became one of the hallmarks of the Modern Era. When

fomar

playen romanticize about the Big Six Era, they are invidiously impciting a sense of
stabilrty which they consider to be missing in the Modern Era. The impact of the rapid

change in the Modem Era is diminished by romanticizing a b u t a more stable stage of
its past.

Rornanticization facilitates the identification of generations (Davis in Snyder,
1991:231)in a number of ways. lnd~dualswho passed through their teenage and

young adult years tend to identify thernselves and others in the same age cohort as
rnembers of a particular generation. Additionally, those younger or older relative to a

particular cohort may mnsider rnembers of that age range as 'beionging to' a particular
generation. In both instances, tomanticiting the p s t helps to identrfL generations.
To the entent that adolescence and young adulthood are the primary peflods for the

imprinting of political memories (Schuman and Scott in Snyder, 1997:231) ageing
results in nostalgia about events, styles, or fashions. For instance, hockey fans around

50 years of age and older are more iiùeiy to romaniicize amui ine Eig Six Era Decause
they were teenagers or young adub while it was unfdding. mey &en speak fondly
and proudly of Gordie Howe, the Montreal Canadiens of the 195O1s,or Bill Mosienkols
three goals in twenty-one seconds. Such players, teams, and events emerged as part

of hockey culture at a tirne when certain mernories easity becarne fixed. At times, these

fans are refemd to as 'purists' by members of their generation and those of others.
Gordie Howe was the ernbodiment of the quintessential hockey player. On the ice

he was supremely skilled, phy~icAiyrugged, and mentally ~ u r c e f u lHe
. was also very
tough, and even mean when required. He could handle himseK so well that opponents
kept their distance out of respect.

On the ice he b a modest, decent, and setf-

depracating gentleman (MacSkimming, 1995:12). "Howe is generally accepted as the
greatest all-round player ever to cornpete in the NHL, or in any other league, anywhere"
(13). Furthemore,

"Howe rewrote the record book against same of the finest
goaitending the sport has ever seen. He held sway during
the golden age of defensive hockey, M e n twenty goals a
season was the standard of -ring excellence. And HM
... never required the services of a budyguard. He wasn't
onty great, he was tough. He stood up to them all, bar none
(1 3)The generation who watched the NHL when they uwe young adults H i l e the Big Six
Era was unfolding can romanticize about H w , as does MacSkimming, and the other

stars they were fortunate enough to have watched. They have a means of identification
wrth other fans who also saw them, and they may also be identified by rnembers of

other generations as hockey fans who were privileged to see these legends in action.
According to MacSkimming "If we k n w what hockey is feally about, it's because we've

seen Howe and the other greats in their prime, their transitory giCts Ieaving indelibfe
mernories of how the game can and should be played" (15).
A person who watched a great team rnay also have a special bond with others who
witnessed the same. One of these great teams was the Montreal Canadiens, who

dominated the NHL of the 1950's. They won six Stanley Cups (including he
consecutively), finished fimt over the regular season four times, and appeared in the

finals ten consecutive times (F-ihfer and Fischier, 1997: 122-164). Twelve players
were with the Canadiens for al1 f
k of their consecutive Stanley Cups: Jean Beliveau,
Maurice and Henri Richard, Boom-Boom Geoffn'on, Dickie Mmre, Jacques Plante, Tom
Johnson, Don Marshall, Claude Provo&, Bob Turner, Doug Harvey, and JeanGuy

Talbot (Beliveau, 1995:112). The intense play of Maurice 'Racket' Richard, the slap
shot and consistent scoring of Boom-BoomGeofriun, the stellar Mensive play of b u g
Harvey, and the incredible goaitending of Jacques Plante became mernories which

have endured to the present.

Similarly, k i n g a rnernber of a cohort of fans who witnessed a noteworthy event may
also have the same resutt. As, for example, when Chicago's Bill Mosienko smred three
goals in twenty-one seconds against the New York Rangers at Madison Square Garden

on March 23, 1952 (NHL UiTicial Guide and Record Book, 1997:16l). Rernarkably, this
took place in the NHL's history when the style of hockey was defensive and fewer goals

were scored.
Other generations identifid by a particular 'age' or time they lived through as
teenagers and young adutts are the J a n Generation, the Hippie Generation, the
Yuppie Generation, and more recentiy, Generation X 'Punst' hockey fans, and
members of the J a n and Hippie Generations, &en identify themsehes, and may be

identAed by others, because they are nostaigic about peopie, s i y i e ~ ,fashbns, or
events which were part

of their

lik during their young aduît years. Mure recent

generations, e.g., the Yuppie Generation and Generation X, rnay becorne the source of
nostalgia as they become mare distant in our cutural past. Those identified as
members of a particular generation rnay perceive themsebes as such e n though they
have tittle to do Wh each ather. On the other hand, they may ment being lurnped
together with others W h whom they share little.
As far as people younger or older relative to a particular gewration are concerned,

what t hey often gain is a stereotypical view of that generation. Last, perhaps never euen
had, is an impression of that generation bas& on one's m m perceptions. For instance,

people who were teenagers and young adults in the late 1960's may be considered by

others as former hippies because they were that age during the hippie movement. Also,
hockey fans and former NHL players who were young adults when the Big Six Era
unfolded may be considered mernbers of hockey's old boys club. They were

fans and

players when 'men were men' and 'hockey was hockey'.
A third social function is the promotion of positive values. The romanticization of

players like Gordie Howe, Maurice 'Rocket' Richard, and Bobby On,coaches Iike Jack

Adams and Toe Blake, teams such as the Montreal Canadiens of the 19SOrs, and
events such as the Toronto-Montreal rivalry, and Bill Mosienko's feat latently promotes

positive values such as perseverence, ditligence, team wrk, cornmitment, sacrifice,

and achievement. Heroes, great lines, and âynasties, which exemplify the result of

adhering to these positive values, are social constructions created, in part, by
romanticizing the past. A player who scores important goals, collects many points, and
helps his tearn win championships is eligible to become a hero. Similarly, several

players on a line coiiecting rnany points, dazzling fans with brilliant plays, and helping

their team eam succes$ are socialiy deifieâ into a 'great line'. Coilectivefy, teams that
win successive charnpionships soon find themsehes described as dynasties. When the
accomplishments of players, lines, and teams are romanticized, heroes, great lines,
and dynasties are socialiy consttucted. As these players, lines, and t e a m achieve
success through perseverance, dilligence, team work, comrnittment, and sacrifice, the

romantic thinking which cmtes heroes, great Iines, and dynasties latently piornotes
these positive values.
The casting of players and teams into h e m , great lines, and dynasties entails

invidious cornparisan. 6 y comparative definition, today's piayers and teams have yet to
achieve greatness to match their predecessors. As far as b m e r playen are concemed,
Gordie HOM was a prolific scorer, a ferocious checker, a tough and intimidating player,

and a hard worker. He was a gifted athlete wtio lasted an amazing thirty-Mm seasons in
the NHL and WHA. Consequently, he is considered not only to have been better than

his Big Six E a contemporafles but al-

bette?than piayen in The Expansion Ela. His

romanticization is a prolific aspect of hockey culture and latently promotes the positive
values which were essentials to his accomplishrnents.

As far as tearns are concemed, the talented Montreal Canadiens of the 1950's

accomplished more than any other team before or alter them. Their ten consecutive
Stanley Cup final appearances and their fwe consecutive Stanley Cups have se-

as

cataiysts for their romanticïzation into a dynasty. They are considered ta be the best
team to ever play in the NHL. In spite of there being oniy three cornpetitive tearns

throughout the Big Six Era (Chicago, New York, and Boston struggled cansistentty and
were rarely considered favorites to win the Stanley Cup), the Canadiens's

accompiisnments are irnpmssive. As far as their rornanimzation is concemed, tne bd
that they were consistentiy victorious in a league which had only nkio other contenders
is not important. It is a prevalent aspect of hockey cutture and, as is the case with
players, latentiy promotes positive values.
Bill Mosienko's three goals in Wnty-one seconds is considered an arnazing scoring
accomplishment which will likeiy never be equalled or broken. Consequently, it is
romanticized. But, a

cursory examination of Mosîenko's heroics reveals that his

accomplishmerd has been equatied. In fact, it was equailed on the same three goals!

Gus W n a r made an assist on each goal and holds the record for the quickest three
assists by one player (NHL Omcial Guide and Record Book, 1997:161). The

romanticizations of Mosienko's three goals in twenty-one seconds pay no heed to
Bodnafs accomplishment. Perhaps romanticizing two heroes invoived with the same
milestone would make Mosienko and his feat less amazing. Nevertheless, his
accomplishrnent is romanticized and positive values are promoted.
Needless to Say, romanticizing the past does not generally promote values which are

considered negative. Events or people from the p s t characterized by indecency,
criminalrty, laziness, and treachery are usuatly not rornanticized. Consider, in this
regard, the outrage expressed by former NHL players over Alan Eagleson being a
candidate for induction in the Hockey Hall of Fame. Eagleson, a former player agent
and head of the NHL Players Association, was found guitty, disbarred, and imprisoned
for engaging in illegal behavior. Those venerated in the Hockey Hall of Çame are

honored for contributions to the NHL and hockey in general. These contributions are
the result of adhering ta what

niie

in society consider to be positive values. Upon being

romanticized (which resutts from their placement in the Hall of Fame), the positive

values which are the basis of their achievernents and contributions are reiterated.
People Iike A!an Eagleson are not venerated in the Hockey Hall of Fame.

In addition to diminishing the impact of social change, identifying generations, and
promoting positive values: a fourth function is social integration. Romanticizing the past
can create an ideology of solidam. This is iltustrated by romanticizing about war. Each
year around Rernernbrance Day, Canadian cluens, through television

prognms.

newscasts, ceremonies in communities, displays, speeches from political figures, and
the Remernbranœ Day poppy are prornpted and encourageci to remember Canada's
involvement in war. During the two World Wars the Canadian soldiers who fought
overseas, and the citizens at home in Canada, were united by a common cause. The
soldiers were united into fighting units, and the cituens were united as a nation.
When Canada's involvement in war became an aspect of the collective mernory, this

involvement became memoriaIized, in part, through Remembrance Day. The
rornanticization of war, which occurs around Remernbtance Day, 'unites" disparate
people from various regions in Canada. Class, race, geography, religious denomination,

and political belief are transcendecl. For instance, people in Halifax and Saskatoon, who
have very little in wmmon, are made to feel together when they romanticize about

Canada's învoivement. An ideological solidanty is created; disparate people are "united"
by shared images and collective mernories.

The Remembrance Day poppy is a symbolic object which prompts and encourages

people to mernorialue the Canadiens who lost their lives at war. In hockey culture, the

Stanley Cup and the Olympia Octopus, for example, are symbolic objects which serve
as catalysts for romanticizing about hockey. These images, in tum, serve to create

soiicianty whiie

arneiiorating feelings of disparateness, siruggie, compeiiiion, ana

conflict.
The Stanley Cup as a syrnbolic object elicits emotions which have an inkgrative

function. Over the years, this trophy has developed a legacy and tradition which, in
turn, has made it the most coveted tmphy in protessional sport- Hockey's uitimate prize
generates cornpetition, struggle, division, and hierarchy. For almost a century, the

quest for the Stanley Cup, with its mystique and aura created by the rornanticization of
its past, has started each fall. Teams starting W h a ciean date end up surted into

winners and losers. The goal of winning this tmphy is what binds players into teams. As
mentioned in the discussion of the stabilization of social change, teams in the Big Six

Era were characterized with solidaMy. Having their names inscribed on the coveted
Staniey Cup was the major reason for theIr social integration as a tearn.
Additionally, romanticizing the Stanley Cup as prize establishes teams which win
three or more consecutive Stanley Cups as dynasties. We can identfy three in the Big

Six Era. From 1947 to 1949, the Toronto Maple Leak won three consecutive Stanley

Cups. From 1956 to 1960, the Montreal Canadiens won five, and Rom 1962 to 1964
the Leafs again won three in a tow. Their stellar accomplishments are integrated into

dynasties by romanticization.
Another syrnbolic object, the Oiyrnpia Octopus, serves as a catalyst for
romanticizing which in turn fuffills the fuction of social integration. During the 1952
playoffs, the Detroit Red Wings had won seven games in a row. They needed to win

one more to be champions (winning two seven

game series was required to win the

Stanley Cup throughout the Big Six Era). Pnor to the eighth game, Pete and Jerry
Cusimano, two Wing fans, decided that a symbolic sacrifice was in order and that an

octopus, which has eight legs, mwid be a good omen for eight straigttt wins. So, on
April 15, 1952, dunng this eighth game, Pete Cusimano threw an octopus onto the ice

at the Oiympia. Detroit won the game and the Stanley Cup. For the next meen years,
Pete Cusimano threw octopi on the ice during every Detroit playoff series (Fischler and
Fischfer, 1997:127). S w n ather fans picked up on this symbolic act, which has
endured to the present. Now, even though a team needs to win sixteen playdT games
to win the Stanley Cup, when the Wings play at home in the playofb, fans frequently
throw octopi on the ice.
This symbolic action, which originated during the Big Six Era, elicits thoughts about
the glory days of the Detroit Red Wings. In the eariy 195O1s,the Wings won many

Ieague championships and Stanley Cups. This success is linked with their present
aspiration of winning the Stanley Cup through the syrnbolic a d of throwing octopi on
the ice. For the Wings and their fans, their present goal is integrated with their past
success.
A fifth social function is the expression of dominant cultural symbois. According to

Margaret Atwood, "every country or cutîure has a single unifying and infonning symbol
at its coren (1972:31). This symbol functions like a belief system that holds the culture
together and facilitates co-operation for cornmon goals. This syrnbol can be either or al1
of word, idea, phrase, image. Possibiy, the syrnbol in the United States is The Frontier

and in Canada, SurviMI (Atwood, 1972:31-2).
As far as The Frontier as symbol is concerned, Atwood claims it represents a place

which is new and a h y s expanding through the taking of or conquering fresh territory,
where the old order can be discafded, and where hope for a perfect society exists but is
never actualized. Survivat, Canada's central symbol, is also a muMfaceted and

adaptable idea. Eariy expiorers and settiers faced survival in the contexi of Canada's

natural elements and native peoples; French Canada faces cuftural survival, clinging
together as a people and retaining language and religion under a foreign government;
English Canada faces its own cultural survival

- the threat is Americanization. Atwood

daims these symbols are manifest in Canadian literature and comprise part of the

collective consciousness of a culture (31-2). Other examples of Canada's dominant
symbol of survivai are grain farmers on the prairies survMng poor crop prices and
increasing input costs, people in the Maritimes and Atlantic Canada survMng
depressed economies, and native people s u r - n gdispossesion .
In the United States, the syrnbol of The Frontier is part of the collective
consciousness. Americans tend to think of things as frontiers which need to be
conquered. The Wild West was a frontier which needed to be wnquered. Poverty and

drug abuse are not to be eliminated or treated, they are to be wiped out or conquereC.
The continuing drive for profit by American corporations is a central cornpanent of

global capitalism; markets are frontiers to be conquered. Outer space is a frontier in the
process of k i n g wnquered. In the not t w distant future, NASA space shuttles W h
Coca-cola and Mobil Oil stickers plastered on their extenor will dock at the international
space station. There, in Earth's orbit, astronauts and passengers wilt enter the space

station wtiere they will be greeted by billboards advertising Nike and Mondetta. They'll
dine at Earls.
According to Gruneau and Whitson, "[hJockey increasingly became our most
popular cuttural forum for playing out the central themes of Canadian Mea (1993:136).

For instance, the Canadien-Maple Leaf rivalry dufing the Big Six Era symbolized the
tension ktween French-English and East-West. One of the most vivid examples of the

surviml theme is The Richard Riot and its romanticization. During the late 1940's and
the 19501s, the nationalist mouement in Quebec found gfofy on ice. When the

Canadiens and The Rocket w r e victorious, so was Quebec. Maurice Richard was
considered the savior of French Canada. For the people

of Quebec, he avenged the

humiliation they slmered at the hands of English Canada (Fire on Ice: The Richard Riot,

Video:2000). The Rocket is considered ûy many French Canadians to be the real social
and political leader of the French in Quebec. For them, he helped the French survive.
The romanticization of The Rocket and the Richard Riot reaflïrms this therne of survival
within French Canada.

The history of the NHL expresses both themes. The league, which originated with al1

Canadian franchises, al1 Canadian players, and with its headquarters in Montreal, has
k e n characterized by a continuing process of Americanization (see Chapter Two). In
this context, hockey has maintained its mots as "Canada's game". For the NHL,

Americanization has created a paradox. It is required for survival and a threat to
survival. The requirement is the profa which can be eamed within the large American

consumer market and the threat is the loss of Canada's proprietary relationship to the
game.
For the United States, the NHL is yet another ftontier to be "conquered". The

southern United States, headquarters of prosperous information and entertainment
corporations, has both the carporate backing and the large consumer markets required
for successful NHL franchises. As a result, NHL franchises are flourishing in the
southem United States. The NHL expanding into Arizona (desert), Flonda (Everglades),
and Texas (hill country) is yet another expression of the frontier as the dominant

American syrnboi. in the process, bain geograpnicai ana consumer mir#& h ~ i e r are
s
"wnquered" and the NHL itseîf is k i n g 'wnquered' as it is becoming more AmericanIn the wntext of Americanization, mmanticizing the Big Six Era expresses Canada's

dominant cultural symbol of sufvival. The Big Six Era was a time prior to the pfeuelance
of American (as well as European and Russian) players and coaches in the NHL, and
prior to franchises in the southern United States. The league was carnposed of al1

Canadian players and coaches and the fans w r e mostly Canadian. A corollary of the
Americanization andlor globalization d the NHL is a threat to Canada's proprktary
relationship to the game. The romanticization of the Big Six Era, particulariy when
engaged in by Canadian hockey fans, can be considered an expression of the
dominant cultural syrnbol of survival. Canadian hockey fans are expressing a desire to
maintain Canada's proprietary relationship to the game.

Another function is to provide commercial opportunity. Manifestations of this are the
buying, selling, trading, and collecting of memorabilia and the utilkation of memorabilia
for advertising. Objects which have a nostalgie significance by k i n g linked to
noteworthy events anaor people from the p s t , and objects which are products of
present situations and are anticipated to be of significance -me time in the future are
memorabilia. Baseballs, hockey sticks, dothing, autographs, team media guides, and
photographs of people, places or events are examples. These objects are more
lua able if they are autographed by the Famous pemn a-iated

Wh them. For

instance, atthough a jersey wom by Maurice Richard in an NHL game is valuable
memorabilia, one b t h wom and autographecl by him is Iikety to be even more valuable.
Amrding to J œ Daley, famer WHA and NHL goaltender and m e r of a sport card
and memorabilia shop in Winnipeg, memorabilia appeal to many people for various

reasons. People of all ageq from al1 walk of life, and ftom al1 income ievels buy, sell,
trade, and collect memorabilia. The major reason for this widespead appeal is that there
is something for everybody. For instance, there are $10 cad sets which chifdren c m
afford and S i 0,000 autographed baseballs which millionaires collect.
Memorabilia have their appeal for many other teasans. As Daley suggests, they
provide an opportunrty for pople to have their mind invoheâ with something, they are
an outlet to express fondness for something, and they can bring a person closer to a

team, an era, or a player (for instance, many coliectors of memorabitia feel they awn a
piece of a famous person if they own rnemorabilia Iinked to that person). Additionally,
memorabilia can be used to facilitate social interaction. Fathers collect memorabilia with
their sons, and children share their memorabilia with other children. Memorabilia can
also be displayed Iike a tmphy in a den, study, or game m m . This provides people with

something to talk about and hence facilitates social interaction.
Whatever the reason for the appeal, memorabilia elicit positive thoughts about the

event or person associated Wh the object. For instance, a father may show his son an
autographed photo of Teny Sawchuk in a ûetroit Red Wing uniform. At the same time,
he may tell him stories about going to Maple Leaf Gardens with his fnends to vvatch the

Wings play the Leafs for the Stanley Cup and about meeting Sawchuk outside the

Gardens and getting his autograph. In the process, the father shares the
romantickation of his past with his son. In a similar fashion, a National Hockey League

Guide from the Big Six Era, when pulled from a sheif in someone's den, elicits
romanticizations when the contents are spoken about.
As far as Daley is concemed, the most important facet

of rnemorabilia is history.

Because sport cards are not primary historical objects they are not mernorabilia. They

are bought, sold, traded, and cdkcted but as they dc not have a d a i g i c signkanœ
they do not constitute rnemorabilia. Onfy =me old cards, such as those of prominent
players and those which are rare, are rnemorabilia. The fact that only a Wed number of

these older cards were rnanufactured contributes to their appreciation in significance
and -lue.

Today, as sport card companies manufacture cards to meet market

dernand, there are both targer numbers of cards manufactureci and more cards made

of popular players. As a resuA, in the Mure they will not constitute memorabilia, nor will
they appreciate in value.
The syrnbiotic relationship between the NHL and the mass media s e W to create

much of the memorabilia associated with The Big Six Era. According to Gruneau and
Whitson, since the end of the ninteenth century hockey ha$ played a part in Canadian

culture. However, it "didn't realty begin to leave an indelible mark on Canadian cutture
until the means of symbolic production

- telegraphy,

magazines, radio, and finally,

television - had becorne fully national in their technical reach, thereby creating the
possibility of national audiencesn (1993: 274). During the 19501s, Hockey Night in
Canada radio broadcasts were well established as a Canadian national ntual. mese

broadcasts, along with the press and televised NHL games on CBC (which
comrnenced W h Foster Hewitt in 1952) played a role in making stars of Gordie Houe,
Maurice Richard, and Bobby Hull. Photographs, film footage, recordings d radio

broadcasts, back copies of magazines, and sport sections of daily newspapers
constitute some of the memorabilia which emanated h m this synchronous
relationship.

Because memorabilia appeals to many people from al1 walks of life for many dinerent
reasons it is frequentty and MectNely used for advertising. The Big Six Era teams, the

other NHL franchises, and the NHL uülize mernorabilia for promotion. The CBC uses
memorabilia as a part of, and to pmote, their popular television program Hockey

Mght in Canada Aôditionalty, many restaurants use W e y and other sport
memorabilia to promote their business.
The use of memorabilia by Big Six E n teame, the NHL, and Hockey Night in

Canada illustrates one of the tenets of functionalism. According to Robert K. Merton,

"strucfureatfects funchbn and fumlr'onaffècts strvcttum" (1968:l36). For our purpose,
these structures within hockey cuiture have created a great deal d memorabilia which
has been used in the romanticizing of hockey. This romanticizing, in tum, serves the
function of supporting the structures which produced it.
The last social function we shall consider is that rornanticizing naturalizes what is

arbitrary. According to Roland Barthes, myths (which are manifestations of
romanticizing the past) are a fonn of cultural discoume about the worid people live in.
The problem with myths, however, is that they tend to speak a consetvative language;
they depict the social wrid as natural when it isnY (in Gruneau and Whitson,

1993332). So, unless challenged, vanous institutions and practices are presented as
inevitable and necessary when, in fact, aiternative possibilities are available. Examples
of myths speaking a conservathte language and naturalizing what is social are the UFO

and alien abduction myths.
The last han œntury has been characteiued by unpmœnted technological

advancement. Technology bath enhances our 1-

and dehurnanizes. Technology

penneates our existence to such a great extent that it seems natural. But, the creation

of the technology, its purposes, who has access to it, and who can dbrd it are social
and pollical wncems. Some of the consequencas of the proliferation of technology

have been the UFO and alien abduction rnyths. Accounts of aiien spacecraff hovenng
through the s)<ycan be considered mythical metaphors for the pfevelanœ of technology
and how insignificant we are under

Ïts auspices. Alien abduction accounts and the

corresponding stories of aliens experimenting on humans can be cunsidered
metaphors for the invasive "nature" of technology. Aliens probing the fetus of a femaie

abductee or placing implants in a persons body are symbolic of invasive technologies

such as IUDs, pacemakers, and Jarviik hearts.
UFO and alien abduction myths may be expressions of the fear and helpîessness

we experience owing the rapid and pervasiw encroachment of technology into our fives.
They also naturalize this phenornenon. In these myths, aliens and their spacecrafi are

present, while the social and econornic inequalities which are causes and
wnsequences of technology are absent. In this sense, the UFO and alien abduction

myths speak a conservathte language. They depict our technologicaliy enhanced world
as natural when, in realtty, it is arbitrary.
Romanticizing about hockey naturalizes the game. For instance, accounts of
children playing hockey on frozen ponds mile they fantasize about winning the Stanley
Cup have taken on mythical status within hockey culture. Romanticuing about children,

frozen ponds, dreams, and the Stanley Cup naturalizes the NHL. This is owing that the

Stanley Cup, aithough a cuttural icon, is the property and symbol of the National
Hockey League. This romanticizing shrouds the profa making motive of the NHL.

Generation aRer generation

of Canadian boys grow up thinking the Stanley Cup (and

the NHL) is hockey. Through this romanticizing, the NHL and boyhood fantasies about
hockey are seamlessîy naturalized. The fesub are a small number of future NHL

players, legions of lifeiong NHL fans which financially benefits the league, and the

perception that the NHL k hockey. The reality that there are other pmbssional hockey
leagues is overshadauied awing the continual expsure to these romanticizations.
Romanticizing about hockey also perpetuates an image of hockey k i n g a natural
adaptation to the ice, snw, open space, and nrggedness of Canada's landscape. This
naturalization of hockey ignores the social stniggks between men and wmen, social
classes, regions, races, and ethnic groups which have atways been a part of Canada's
history (Gnineau and Whitson, 1993:132). An exampie frwn hockey's hentage which
glorifies the link betwieen hockey and the natural elements of Canada, whiie at the
same time overlwking the social, political, and economic difkrences of Canadians, is
the account of the Stanley Cup challenge by the Dawson C w Nuggets. In 1905, they

travelled 6000 miles in 23 days to Ottawa to challenge the S i h r S-n

Ibr the Stanley

Cup (Vaughan, l996:2Q6).They overcame ice, snow, brutal cold, and ~ g g e dterrain

across the wide expanse

of Canada only to bse the Cup challenge. Romantic

depictions of this event naturalize the garne's relationship to Canada's landscape.
Moreover, they do not focus on what is arbitrary about Canadian society.
This function is al= a latent element in the frequently repeated and humorous

account of children playing unorganized hockey with m e n home droppings. Many
older former playen and hockey fans recall times from their youth when they used to

pass and shoot road apples as they either could not Mord or find a hockey puck All

that was required were children, sticks, and road apples. As a consequence, social and
econornic dmerences were less likeiy to prevent children from playing Canada's game.

Sol romantic accounts of children playing hockey with road appies naturalires the
game owing to social and emnomic dflerences not k i n g salient in their play.

Rornanticüing about hockey aiso serves lo naturaiize b iore, irad~ions,and major
organizations (Gnineau and Whitson, 1993:132). For instance, the romantickation of
the Big Six naturalizes the NHL's dominance of hockey. Romanticüing about h e m ,

great lines, dynasties, and memorable events from this era naturalizes a wnnection
between the NHL as a power structure and hockey. The NHL's dominance of hockey is
naturalized in a conservathe, implicit fashion. Consequentfy, other professional hockey

leagues and international hockey are considered second fate in relation to the NHL.
"[Mlyths have the capacRy to confuse history with nature

group's vested interest at the expense of another's" (133).

- thereby naturalizing one

In this thesis, we have considered the social practice of romanticizing the past
within the context of hockey culure. The Big Six Era wss highlighted as one of the
several eras of the NHL's history, the categories we employ w k n we think about the

game were considered, an explanation of what it means to mmanticize the past ums
atternpted, and the i n d ~ d u a land social functions of this style of thought were

considered in the context of romanticizing the Big Six. As these matters have been
given thorough consideration any further recapitulation is, at this point, unnecessary.
Acknowledging several probtems inherent in this study is, h w v e r , in order.
Although many functions are served by romanticuing the past, and gains and losses
are essentials of each function, the variable or variables which are the impetus for such
thinking are unknown. At the social Ievel, stimulation exists in tfie fom of stones,
photographs, film footage, newspaper articles, and so on, but such stimulation is only
effective with some people some of the time. This l a d s me to sunise that the catalyst
for such thinking may be at the psychological Ievel. Any future studies which focus on

this matter may also resohe other problems such as addressing clifferences between
individuals concerning when they romanticize the p s t , and why some individuals
engage in this practice more oRen than others.
Another problem is one of definition; is romanticizing the past syrionymous with
k i n g nostalgic? For the purpose of this study, I have assumed they are the sarne
activi. The basis of this assumption is that both are emotional reports of the past and
both are social in

essence. But, some readers may think they are dRerent. However,

the argument that vie think about hockey in a certain style, and that this thinking serves
individual and social functions, still aptly explains a significant element of hockey

culture. This is w mgardiess d wMher we R(br to it as mmanticoing or thinking

nastalgically.
Having reiterated the corn components of the thesi6 and identified

inherent problems, several broader implications

of

some of its

this study need to k mentioned.

Atthough the focus w s on rwnanticizing hockey, the functions considereâ may a h

characterke this ayle of thinking regarding other historical erents and p e M s . An
analysis of romanticking the Golden Age d Holiywood, beeeball, Africa, the CM1 War,

and so on, would Iikety be charscterized by the functim consdeted in this wwk
Moreover, the attempted explanation of th& social practice is nat limited to an analysis

of romanticiring hockey.
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